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Abstract

The number of speed-limiting paths in modern digital integrated circuits (ICs) is in the

range of millions. Due to un-modelled electrical effects and process variations in advanced

fabrication technologies, it is difficult for pre-silicon timing analysis tools to provide ac-

curate delay estimates. Hence, programmable delay elements are commonly inserted in

high-performance circuits in order to provide a tuning mechanism at the post-silicon phase.

Due to the large number of such tuning elements, finding the appropriate configuration bits

for each element mandates an automated approach.

In this thesis we present three contributions to the field of digital IC design automation

that leverage the presence of programmable delay tuning elements. These new automated

approaches are geared toward three distinct objectives. The first one is to maximize the

circuit performance using a scalable algorithmic framework. The second objective is to

combat the lifetime performance degradation caused by circuit aging. The final objective

is to improve the timing of the scan enable signal during the at-speed testing of digital ICs.

As the programmable delay tuning elements will become prevalent in the future genera-

tions of digital ICs, the contributions from this thesis will help improve the design method-

ologies that are expected to evolve in order to address at runtime the timing problems

introduced by the increased fabrication process variability.
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Glossary

Abstraction removal of detail to facilitate design description

ATE automated test equipment, used to apply test patterns to ICs

ATPG automatic test pattern generation, deriving of fault based test patterns

At-speed operating with the same clock period as used in normal operation

Automation handing over of control to computers for management of design details

Branch and bound an methodology for finding optimal solution an optimization problem

CAD computer aided design, tools for design automation (also EDA)

Calibration pattern a vector of circuit input values applied with the intent of calibrating

the scan enable signal

Circuit aging degradation of circuit performance over time

Cluster a group of state elements sharing an element in circuit

Core a pre-designed and pre-verified module which can be reused

Critical path slowest path in a circuit determining performance

CUT circuit (or core) under test

CVD clock vernier device, an example of delay tuning elements

CVD configuration value of configuration elements in a CVD

CVD step minimum delay between two discrete CVD values

CVD value delay value provided by the configuration assigned to a CVD
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Design verification comparison of design against specification

DFT design for test, steps/hardware added in design to facilitate test

EDA electronic design automation, tools for design automation (also CAD)

Fast path a path with short propagation delay

Fault a model which captures the effect of one or many types of defects

Fault coverage the percentage of faults detected by a test set

Functional test tests focused on circuit operation, in contract to structural test

HVP hold-time violation prediction

IC integrated circuit, many transistors integrated in a single package, a device

ISCAS’89 benchmarks benchmark circuits widely used in literature on test

Layout low level description of a circuit in terms of transistor placements

LFSR linear feedback shift register, a type of PRPG

LOS launch-on-shift, one of the at-speed testing techniques

Manufacturing test comparison of manufactured devices against the design

MISR multiple input signature register

Moore’s law an empirical observation of exponential transistor density growth

Netlist a low-mid level description of a circuit in terms of logic gate connections

Post-silicon after fabrication, the actual product is available

Pre-silicon before fabrication, the actual product is not available

Reliability reliable operation of a circuit after fabrication

Scalability the ability to cope with increasing circuit size, VTD, etc.

Scan access to the internal state registers of an IC

Scan chains shift register structure facilitating scan

Scan segment a group of consecutive scan cells from scan chain
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SCR signature of the captured response

SISR single input signature register

Slow path a path with long propagation delay

Specification the formal description of the design requirements for a system

Speedpath a path with long propagation delay, speed limiting path

SRR signature of reference response

STA static timing analyzer

Stuck-at-1 a fault model assuming a node shorted to power

SVP setup-time violation prediction

Synthesis transformation of a description to a lower level of abstraction

Test application process of applying test vectors to a circuit and collecting the responses

Test pattern a vector of circuit input values applied with the intent of testing

Test set a collection of test patterns

VLSI very large scale integrated circuits, containing millions of transistors
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advanced process technologies enable very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits to be built

with hundreds of millions and even billions of transistors. However, design and verification

of digital integrated circuits (ICs) in the range of millions of transistors are not tasks that

can be fulfilled manually and they need to be performed by means of sophisticated design

methods and tools. In addition, after the design of a circuit is completed, each manufac-

tured sample needs to be tested rapidly in order to screen out the failing devices caused by

fabrication defects. Furthermore, because digital ICs are at the core of the computational

engines that are pervasive in the modern society, it is also important to ensure that this type

of devices operate reliably over time. In order to facilitate a better understanding of the

challenges that have motivated the contributions presented in this thesis, it is essential to

introduce the basics of digital ICs, as well as the design and test flows.

In this chapter we briefly cover the basic background and the trends that have enabled

the proliferation of computational engines. Subsequently, we elaborate on the design flow

for digital ICs and then we discuss a few challenges that are faced before and after a circuit

is built, which are the key motivations for the work presented in this thesis.
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1.1 Computational Engines

The invention of computational engines dates back to the 19th century [59]. In 1822,

Babbage planned to build a mechanical calculator, which removes the sources of mistakes

in mathematical computations and he called it Difference Engine [30]. Difference engines

were based on decimal number systems rather than binary number systems that are used in

todays electronic systems. However, high design and implementation cost as well as high

area and power consumption made the growth of mechanical engines impractical.

Afterwards, the electric relay-based computers were introduced. Most of the computa-

tional machines at that time were based on discrete components such as resistors, capaci-

tors, or diodes. Thereafter, digital electronic computing machines were invented based on

vacuum tubes. However, the excessive design cost and power consumption of these com-

putational machines was placing an upper limit on the integration density (the number of

computational devices per unit of area), thus making it impractical to build machines that

could handle much more computations than before. This stagnation was happening at the

same time when the transistor was invented [10].

After the invention of transistors, the first integrated circuit was created at 1958, in

which all components were integrated on the same semiconductor substrate [59]. Then,

different types of IC families were implemented with objectives such as working at higher

speed or consuming less power. It was in 1965 when Gordon Moore predicted that the

transistor count on a single die (a surface that contains an IC) will double each year, as

shown in Figure 1.1. This prediction that was later called Moore’s Law [45] has proven to

be visionary, as it has reliably predicted the growth for the transistor count per die over the

past four and a half decades [59]. Nonetheless, when the integration density increases and

designs become more complex, the design and manufacturing techniques need to evolve.
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For the early designs for which the circuit structure was simple and the number of tran-

sistors per die was small, it was possible for the designer to lay out every single transistor

manually. However, when considering the growth of the circuit size and the time to market

pressure, designers needed to improve their design methods to handle these constraints,

while also keeping up with the requirements for improving the circuit speed and power.
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Figure 1.1: Trends in the number of components per integrated function [45].

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) techniques have naturally evolved together with design

methodologies in order to facilitate the data handling during the design phase, reduce time

to market and help optimize the circuit [44] in terms of area, operational speed, and power

consumption. Many CAD techniques have been developed for multiple steps for the design
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and optimization of electronic circuits and they are still expanding and improving. The

reason is that by the continuous growth of the circuit size, more problems will arise and the

demand for extended capability of CAD tools increases [51]. As a consequence, over the

past five decades there has been continuous research in the field of CAD that has addressed

different stages in the design and optimization of digital ICs, with a constant emphasis on

scalable tool development [44].

In the following, we will explain different steps in the design of digital ICs and their

challenges, which motivate the need for quality metrics that guide the design process. All

these steps, almost exclusively, are performed by the use of CAD tools.

1.2 Lifecycle of A Digital Circuit

In the following, we will discuss the lifecycle of a digital circuit from the time that its

requirements are provided until the digital circuit is fabricated and it operates in a system.

1.2.1 Design Flow

The conceptual digital IC design flow is shown in Figure 1.2.

• Behavioural Design: Initially, based on the digital circuit requirements, its speci-

fications are extracted. Then, the design flow starts with the designer generating a

behavioural model such as a flow chart or a pseudocode based on the circuit’s specifi-

cations [51]. Afterwards, by providing the required inputs to the model and observing

the output, the designer specifies the correctness of the functionality of the circuit’s

behavioural model.

4
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Datapath Design

Logic Design

Physical Design

Manufacturing

Chip or Board

Design Idea

Flow Graph, Pseudocode

Bus and Register Structure

Gate, Wire List, Netlist

Transistor List, Layout

Behavioral Design

Figure 1.2: A digital circuit design flow [51].

• Datapath Design: In this step of the design flow, the datapath of the circuit is de-

signed. In fact, the components of the digital circuit, registers and the interconnec-

tions between them are determined [51] and the functionality of each component

is specified without providing implementation details. Also, the control logic that

manages the movement of data between components is developed. An example of

the output of datapath design phase is displayed in Figure 1.3, which illustrates the

architecture of the digital circuit.

5
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Data

Control 

Unit

Reg1

Logic 

Block1

Logic 

Block2

Reg2

Control

Figure 1.3: An example of datapath phase from Figure 1.2.

• Logic Design: In this phase of the design flow, more detailed information about

the different components mentioned in the previous phase will be provided. For

example, details about the usage of gates and flip-flops will be provided for logic

blocks and registers. Also, busses and interconnections as well as the control unit

will be implemented and the netlist of the design with gates, flip-flops, and their

interconnections will be generated [51].

• Physical Design: In this stage of the design flow, gates and flip-flops of the netlist

will be transformed into their implementation with transistors, and a layout of tran-

sistors including the interconnections between them will be produced.

• Manufacturing: In the manufacturing step, a set of photomasks derived from the

circuit layout will be used to guide the fabrication steps (e.g., deposition, etching, etc

[17]) in order to manufacture the circuit samples.

After a digital circuit is designed and fabricated, there is a screening process to fig-

ure out whether each fabricated sample is functional or not. This process will be briefly

explained next.
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1.2.2 Testing of Digital Circuits

The verification step that checks if each fabricated circuit sample matches the implemen-

tation is called testing. VLSI test is a well-researched topic with numerous techniques

and algorithms used to facilitate the testing process [11], [44], [73]. To provide the testa-

bility feature to the circuits, additional functions may be added to the circuit during the

design-time; this task is called design for testability (DFT) [11]. It should be noted that the

testability of a circuit determines the level of assurance for the correctness of a circuit [70].

It means that the more a circuit is testable, the more it can be tested effectively and thus

achieve a high coverage for different types of faults, such as the stuck-at fault model [73].

After a circuit passes the testing process, it can start operating in the target application

environment. Next, we summarize the expectations during the lifetime operation of an IC.

1.2.3 Reliability

After a digital circuit starts its operation, it is expected to operate reliably and maintain

correct behaviour [14]. If a circuit cannot operate as expected, it might have been affected

by factors such as noise, timing issues, or other problems that have influenced its reliability.

One of the most common issues affecting the reliability of a circuit is circuit aging [7],

[28] and it refers to the degradation of circuit functionality over time. Circuit aging can,

for example, slow down the operation speed of transistors, which may affect the operating

frequency of the circuit as well. In extreme cases, circuit aging may even cause functional

failures to occur over time. Hence, similar to the extra functions added for testability [8],

[9], [78], designers may add functions during the design-time to improve the reliability

during circuit’s lifetime.
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In the following, we discuss some of the challenges faced during the design, testing,

and lifetime of digital circuits to improve their quality.

1.3 Challenges in Digital ICs’ Lifecycle

Each digital circuit has its own characteristics such as cost, energy consumption, function-

ality, size, operational speed, and robustness [59]. Based on the application that the digital

circuit has been designed for, one or multiple of these properties will have varying levels of

importance. Hence, each digital circuit should satisfy the quality metrics that are defined

for its particular application. For example, for a handheld mobile device, energy consump-

tion is a crucial metric; and, in a server computer, speed is the dominant metric that should

be optimized.

Traditionally, properties such as speed could be estimated during the design-time of a

digital circuit and those estimations were precise enough compared to the real circuit speed

after fabrication. However, advanced manufacturing process technologies enabled VLSI

circuits to be built with millions of transistors. This increased design complexity, com-

bined with the aggressive circuit optimizations, as well as variations caused by fabrication

process of digital circuits, increase the gap between the design-time (pre-silicon) delay

estimations provided by static timing analyzers (STA) and the real delay values observed

after fabrication (post-silicon). This inaccuracy of pre-silicon delay estimations will re-

sult in unpredictable circuit characteristics related to timing after fabrication. For instance,

the operational speed calculated by pre-silicon timing analyzers does not account precisely

for process variations. Hence, even if no fabrication defects occur, this lack of accurate

estimations may cause different values between pre-silicon estimates and post-silicon mea-

surements for a vast majority of fabricated devices.
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To improve the accuracy of circuit parameters that have not been acquired at pre-silicon

because of the mismatches between circuit models and their implementation, design-time

planning is required to facilitate post-silicon characterization.

1.3.1 Performance Maximization

One of the key properties of a digital circuit is its performance. Based on a digital designer’s

perspective, the computational ability of a digital circuit is called performance, which is the

clock period or the clock frequency of a synchronous sequential circuit [59]. In flip-flop-

based circuits, the slowest paths determine the maximum operating frequency of digital IC.

During design-time, estimations of delays are made and, based on them, the performance

of the IC will be calculated. However, the performance of the fabricated IC may not be

equal to the performance estimated at pre-silicon because of the inherent variability during

the fabrication process.

One method to enhance the design flow of digital circuits is to improve the accuracy

of pre-silicon estimates of slow paths that determine the frequency of an IC. This can be

achieved using measurements from the first silicon samples, which are fed back in the

design flow [37]. However, this method cannot provide the required information for all

the fabricated silicon samples. The extra control feature that can facilitate performance

tuning for a digital circuit at post-silicon can be achieved using programmable delay tuning

elements. These programmable delay tuning elements, specific details of which will be

provided in chapter 2, are inserted at the design-time as extra circuitry and they can be

programmed at post-silicon to tune the timing of slow paths after fabrication. In chapter 3

we will present our new method for improving the performance of an IC at post-silicon by

the use of programmable delay tuning elements.
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As mentioned in subsection 1.2.2, after the design is fabricated it should be tested and,

for a design to be testable, additional circuitry should be placed in the circuit during the

design-time. However, the test infrastructure itself should operate correctly in the first

place. In the following, we will explain a potential problem that may arise during testing.

1.3.2 Testing

One of the most adopted structured design-for-test (DFT) techniques is scan design [73]. In

this technique, all flip-flops of a circuit are connected to each other serially forming one or

multiple scan chains. Scan technique has been traditionally used for stuck-at [73] testing

and, later on, it has been adopted for at-speed testing [72], which means that the circuit

is verified whether it can operate correctly at its target performance. There are two basic

approaches for at-speed testing [73] using scan: launch-on-capture (LOC) and launch-on-

shift (LOS) (Figure 1.4) in both of which all flip-flops of the circuit are initialized through

their serial connections with pre-defined values. Then, the response of all paths will be

stored in flip-flops within the time interval provided by the clock period defined by the

target performance. Finally, the responses will be shifted-out of the circuit serially and

they will be investigated to check whether an incorrect value is generated by a path or not.

Clk

LOC-SE

LOS-SE

Launch Capture

Shift Clk At-speed Clk

Figure 1.4: SE in LOC testing vs. SE in LOS testing.
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In order to switch the circuit from the shift mode to the functional mode, a synchronizer

signal is required. This signal is called the scan enable (SE) signal. It should be noted that

shifting the initialization values in the flip-flops is carried out with the shift clock, which is

known to be slower that the functional clock.

As shown in Figure 1.4, when the value of SE is high, flip-flops are in shift mode, and

when it is low, flip-flops capture the responses of functional paths. In LOC testing [79]

(to be elaborated in chapter 2), both de-assertion and assertion of SE are within the shift

clock. Hence, SE will have sufficient time to transition from high to low and low to high.

However, in LOS testing the de-assertion of the SE signal is within the functional clock

pulse, which is faster than the shift clock. Therefore, the arrival time of the negative edge

of SE signal that is connected to all flip-flops may be affected by un-modelled process

variations, thus resulting in incorrect LOS testing. Therefore, a challenge is to guarantee

that the negative edge of SE arrives at the same time to all flip-flops. In chapter 5 of this

thesis, we will present a new technique that calibrates the timing of the SE signal for LOS

testing at post-silicon by using programmable tuning elements.

In the following we discuss challenges facing circuit reliability, which are concerned

with guaranteeing correctness of the behaviour of a circuit during its lifetime.

1.3.3 Reliability

Reliability degradation due to circuit aging is one of the common issues in the lifetime of a

circuit. One of the sources of circuit aging is negative bias temperature instability (NBTI)

that affects the timing of the circuit during its lifetime. As a consequence, some paths,

which were not expected to fail based on pre-silicon estimates, may fail after fabrication

due to delay degradation. This implies that the traditional pre-silicon delay estimation
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methods performed by static timing analyzers (STA) are not sufficient to accurately model

the circuit aging at pre-silicon. This is because information about post-silicon variation that

can vary from die to die, from chip to chip, and from path to path on the same chip is not

available at pre-silicon.

In order to control the reliability degradation, the impact of the circuit aging on different

circuit elements should be studied. Based on [3] and [16], the initial impact of NBTI is on

the temporal increase of the threshold voltage of PMOS transistors in the circuit resulting

into the operational frequency slow down of the circuit over time. In the work presented in

[4], sensor flip-flops are presented that can predict delay degradation of a path.

In this thesis, in chapter 4, we will present a new technique to combat lifetime degra-

dation that exploits the above mentioned sensor flip-flops to predict the delay degradation.

These sensor flip-flops are used to predict the setup-time violation due to delay degrada-

tion. Then, by using the programmable delay tuning elements, we will tune the timing of

degraded paths to avoid performance slow down of the circuit and improve the reliability.

1.4 Thesis Organization and Summary of Contributions

This thesis provides new techniques for post-silicon delay measurement and tuning, as

applied to performance maximization, reliability improvement and facilitating a robust in-

frastructure for at-speed scan testing.

In chapter 2, the background knowledge and the known art on performance, testing,

and reliability improvement will be elaborated. Then, in chapter 3 we will present our

contribution for performance maximization, which can be summarized as follows.
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• Motivation: As will be elaborated in chapter 2, multiple methods have been pro-

posed to improve the performance based on pre-silicon information. Also, a group

of works have emerged with the focus of improving the performance based on post-

silicon delay information of slow paths. However, the majority of them fail to account

for the post-silicon measured delay value of fast paths that may fail due to hold-time

violation. Also, an exact method based on post-silicon delay measurements has been

proposed that only targets small circuit sizes, making it impractical for large circuits

because of its excessive storage requirements and run-time. As a consequence, lack

of an exact yet scalable method that accounts for post-silicon delay values of fast

paths was the motivation of the work that will be presented in our first contribution

chapter.

• Technical Challenges: In order to tune the timing of slow paths after fabrication,

the programmable delay tuning elements can be used. However, they can result in

hold-time violations for fast paths, as stated above. To narrow down the group of

fast paths that may be affected, the unique feature of delay tuning elements should

be noted, which is the tuning range of delay tuning elements is limited. This feature

means that those fast paths whose delay is smaller than the tuning range of delay

tuning elements may fail due to hold-time violations and we only need to find the

delay of those fast paths.

After finding the delay of fast paths, the timing of slow paths should be tuned for

which the programmable delay tuning elements can be used. Knowing the fact that

the tuning range of delay tuning elements is limited, tuning the timing of only a

limited group of slow paths is sufficient to maximize the operational performance of

a circuit and there is no need to adjust the timing of all paths in a circuit. This will
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result in the significant reduction in run-time and the size of solution space for our

proposed approach used to find the maximum performance.

• Advantage: By exploiting the above mentioned natural feature of the delay tuning

elements, we are able to reduce the solution space and also break it into multiple

small pieces that can be processed very fast. We have also been able to propose an

exact performance maximization methodology that can scale to large circuits.

In our next contribution to be presented in chapter 4, we focus on improving the relia-

bility of digital circuits during their lifetime.

• Motivation: A group of prior works in this area have focused on pre-silicon solutions

to improve the lifetime reliability of a circuit. Post-silicon approaches have also been

proposed such as voltage and frequency scaling methods to improve the lifetime

reliability of circuits. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing

techniques presented in the public domain has employed programmable delay tuning

elements to improve the circuit reliability. Therefore, in our new technique presented

in chapter 4, we will leverage the presence of programmable delay tuning elements,

which are commonly inserted in high-speed circuits for performance maximization,

as an alternative to the known art for reliability enhancement.

• Technical Challenges: When the delay of a slow path is degraded in a circuit, it re-

sults in the performance slow down or even circuit failure. In our proposed technique,

we combine sensor flip-flops and programmable delay tuning elements to avoid the

circuit failure and maintain the maximum operational performance of the circuit by

adjusting the timing of the paths whose delay has degraded. However, as the pro-

grammable delay tuning elements are used for time adjustment of the degraded paths,

another subtle issue may arise, which is due to the difference between clock arrival
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time to different flip-flops of the same circuit. Hence, if there is a fast path between

two flip-flops with different clock arrival times, the timing requirements for it may

not be met [59] resulting in the failure of the fast path. As a result, it is critical to

distinguish fast paths that may fail due to the time adjustment of degraded paths. All

of the above must be achieved in-system during circuit operation, which posed an

additional challenge that needed to be addressed.

• Advantage: Based on the methodology to be elaborated in chapter 4, our approach

is able to preserve the maximum operational performance of a circuit during its life-

time without the need to stall the operation of the circuit. Also a circuit structure

has been proposed that can predict fast paths hold-time violations caused by delay

tuning elements, thus facilitating in-system timing adjustments that can be achieved

seamlessly without execution interruption.

In the last contribution chapter, which is chapter 5, we will discuss our technique to

improve the LOS testing of VLSI circuits.

• Motivation: One of the positive features of LOS testing is that it detects higher num-

ber of faults vs. LOC testing for the same number of test patterns [79], making it one

of the common techniques for at-speed testing of circuits through scan. However,

based on the explanations provided in subsection 1.3.2 and Figure 1.4, the negative

edge of the SE signal in LOS testing should arrive within the at-speed clock pulse.

It is possible that due to un-modelled process variations introduced during the fabri-

cation process, the timing requirement of the SE signal cannot be met, thus resulting

into incorrect LOS testing. This problem has motivated us to investigate an alterna-

tive approach for improving the timing of the SE signal after fabrication by the use

of programmable delay tuning elements.
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• Technical Challenges: In order to find a circuit-specific configuration of delay el-

ements that fixes the timing of SE for each individual circuit sample, every single

CUT should have its own calibration process that happens before LOS scan testing.

Hence, in order for the calibration process per chip to be practical, it must be short in

time. The calibration time comprises the time for finding the timing issues of SE, if

any, and tuning the programmable delay tuning elements to fix the timing problems.

• Advantage: By the use of programmable delay tuning elements, we are adding an

extra feature that can facilitate the calibration of the timing of SE at post-silicon,

and thus compensate for the timing variations caused by the fabrication process. An

interesting property of the calibration process proposed in chapter 5 is that every

individual chip will have its own unique configuration for its delay tuning elements,

which is used to fix the specific SE timing problem that affects only the respective

circuit sample.

Finally, after the three contribution chapters, the conclusion and suggestions for future

works will be provided in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Works

A key metric that is considered in the design of digital integrated circuits is performance.

From a digital system designer’s point of view, the performance of a circuit lies in its com-

putational speed. Based on [59], performance maximization usually refers to minimizing

the duration of the clock period, which is equivalent to maximizing the clock frequency.

Performance maximization of a digital circuit is a key objective during the design stage

before the circuit is fabricated (pre-silicon). Performance is then considered after manufac-

turing (post-silicon) by testing the circuit for its maximum speed. Then, the performance

needs to be accounted for during the lifetime of the circuit to improve its reliability, as the

circuit’s speed degrades due to aging.

In the following, we provide the background knowledge and related works on perfor-

mance maximization, test, and reliability during the design stage, post-silicon, and the

lifetime of a product. Later, in chapters 3, 4, and 5 we explain our approaches to improve

performance, reliability, and test application in digital circuits.
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2.1 Background: Performance Maximization

State elements are central to the implementation of the memory functionality in sequential

circuits. The most commonly used state elements in sequential circuits are latches and flip-

flops. In this section, we explain one of the performance improvement techniques called

time borrowing in latch-based designs and flip-flop-based designs.

2.1.1 Performance Improvement in Latch-Based Designs

Performance improvements can be achieved through the latch-based design methodology

in which transparent latches are placed within the combinational logic. The use of latches

enables flexible timing by slack passing and time borrowing between combinational stages

[59]. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 2.1 to clarify the concept of time borrowing

in latch-based designs.

As displayed in Figure 2.1, Path A is between latches A and B, and Path B is between

latches B and C. Based on Case 1 in this figure, latches A and C are negative level sensitive

and latch B is positive level sensitive and the time allocated to each path is half a clock cycle

(1
2 ∗Tclk). Latch A will be open at clock edge 1, and latch B will be open at clock edge 2. If

the propagation delay of Path A is less than 1
2 ∗Tclk as shown in Case 2, the data provided

by Path A will be ready before clock edge 2 when latch B becomes active. Then, at clock

edge 2, latch B will be open and Path B will provide data to latch C. However, as shown in

Case 3, if the propagation delay of Path A is longer than 1
2 ∗Tclk, it can utilize time that is

left over from Path B. This is a consequence of latch B being transparent during its on-time.

This phenomenon is called time borrowing and it does not need any design modification

to improve the performance [59] because it is automatic. Hence, the performance (clock

frequency) of this example can be more than what the critical path (Path A) implies.
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Figure 2.1: Time borrowing in a latch-based design.

The key advantage of time borrowing is that when multiple paths are cascaded and

the propagation delay for a logic block between clock cycle boundaries is longer than the

clock cycle, the combinational logic path can utilize the slack time from the neighbour

paths without stretching the clock period and without explicit changes to the design.

In addition to enabling time-borrowing in pipelined designs, latches also require a

smaller transistor count and less power than flip-flops. Nonetheless, one of the limitations

introduced by latches is caused by their transparency during the active pulse of the clock

signal. In order to avoid undesired transitions to be transmitted to the next logic stage, the

hold-time constraint needs to account for the shortest propagation delay between any two

state elements; this, in turn, adds a constraint on the shape of the clock pulse and its duty

cycle. On the other hand, flip-flops change their state only at clock edges, thus simplifying

both clocking and timing analysis. Consequently, flip-flop-based designs are dominant in

practice, in particular for standard cell implementations, and hence they are discussed next.
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2.1.2 Performance Improvement in Flip-Flop-Based Designs

In a flip-flop-based design, clocking elements are edge-triggered and the performance of

the design is determined by the slowest combinational logic path between any pair of flip-

flops. This is unlike latch-based designs where combinational paths that are longer than the

clock period, and they can borrow the leftover time from their neighbour paths without any

particular design modification. To improve the frequency of flip-flop-based designs, time

borrowing-like techniques have been investigated. In the following, architectural modifica-

tions to implement the time borrowing in flip-flop-based designs are illustrated.

In Figure 2.2 assume there is a combinational logic block between FF1 and FF2 with

delay D1 and another one between FF2 and FF3 with delay D2 smaller than D1. There

is also a cloud on the clock signal of each flip-flop, which represents a clock tuning ele-

ment for each flip-flop. In ’zero-skew’ configuration (all the clock tuning elements will be

assigned ’0’, and the clock edge arrival time to all flip-flops is the same), the minimum

clock period would be equal to Tzero−skew = T 1 = D1. Nonetheless, the performance of

this design can be improved if datapath 1 can borrow time from datapath 2. The per-

formance can be improved if the clock arrival time of FF1 and FF3 are fixed and the

clock arrival time of FF2 is delayed by δt (Figure 2.2), the clock period will shrink to

T 2 = T 1−δt while the available time for datapath 1 to prepare data for next stage (FF2)

is still D1 = T 1 = T 2+δt. To calculate the value of δt, the difference between D1 and D2

should be divided between the two paths, therefore, δt = (D1−D2)/2 and the new clock

period will be equal to T 2 = D1− (D1−D2)/2 = D1− δt. Note, however, that no path

from FF1 to FF2 should be excited at any time with a delay less than δt.

An important property of the tuning elements is that there is a maximum of predefined

delay that they can add to or subtract from clock arrival time of flip-flops connected to them.
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Figure 2.2: Clock tuning elements used for time borrowing and performance improvement.

In Figure 2.2, assume this maximum delay is m < δt. Therefore, the clock signal arrival

time of FF2 can only increase as much as m and the new timing window for datapath 1 will

change to (T 2 + m) < D1 = T 1 = T 2 + δt. It means that under new constraints, datapath

1 will fail if the clock period remains T 2. To make the above example work under the new

constraints, equation (2.1) must be satisfied, which shows that the maximum tuning range

of clock tuning elements limits the performance gain.

Tnew = T 2+δt−m (2.1)

An example of programmable clock tuning elements are Clock Vernier Devices (CVDs)

[47]. Each CVD has a clock input and a clock output pin which is the delayed clock signal.

The schematic of a CVD is shown in Figure 2.3. Each CVD has several configuration bits.

For the CVD circuit described in [47] and illustrated in Figure 2.3, each CVD has three

configuration bits and can have eight different configurations in total. The configurations

are loaded through serial scan chains. Each of these configuration values provides a delay
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value to be added to the ‘In Clock’ and results in a new/delayed arrival time for ‘Out clock’.

The minimum delay value to be added to ‘In Clock’ is ‘0’ generated by configuration ‘000’

for the three bits. Likewise, each CVD provides a maximum delay to be added to its input

clock signal through configuration ‘111’ and the input clock signal cannot be delayed more

than what ‘111’ configuration provides. The CVDs’ configuration values are determined

by CVD configuration algorithms after all the speedpaths of the design are detected.

0 1 2

CVD 

Out clock

CVD

In Clock

To next CVD

scanoutscanin

From last CVD

shift
Scan controlled configuration latches

Figure 2.3: Clock Vernier Device (CVD).

In this section, we have discussed how the performance can be improved in latch-based

designs without explicit design modifications. Also, we explained how CVDs can be ex-

ploited to improve the performance in flip-flop-based designs. In the following, we will

discuss time borrowing techniques to improve the performance both at the design stage

(pre-silicon) and after fabrication (post-silicon). Later in chapter 3 we will explain our

technique to maximize the performance based on the real path delays at post-silicon by

exploiting CVDs.
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2.2 Related Works: Performance Maximization

Clock tree structures have been investigated since clock networks have been used in digital

integrated circuits. A fundamental clock tree structure is the H-Tree structure [60], which

guarantees the same clock signal arrival time for all the clocking elements in a design [59]

(zero-skew structure). However, this clock tree structure does not result in the maximum

achievable frequency (as elaborated in subsection 2.1.2, Figure 2.2). As a consequence,

approaches based on clock tuning elements (examples of which are CVDs) have been in-

troduced to take advantage of the difference in clock signal arrival times (useful skew) and

therefore improve the operational clock frequency. The use of clock tuning elements im-

plies two tasks; the first one is insertion, which is a design-time task, and the second one

is configuration performed after the first silicon samples are available, if the clock tuning

elements are programmable.

The works presented in [71] and [80] try to compensate the clock skew at pre-silicon by

inserting clock buffers while routing the clock tree. They determine the clock buffers’ loca-

tions and sizes using wire load models. In these two works, both insertion and adjustment

of the tuning elements (which are the clock buffers) happen at pre-silicon. However, to

provide another degree of freedom in adjusting the clock edge arrival time, programmable

clock tuning elements can be inserted in pre-silicon and they can be programmed at post-

silicon. The insertion of these programmable clock tuning elements has been investigated

in [25], [26], [49], and [69]. Our research is concerned primarily with the configuration of

programmable clock tuning elements. Although it is compatible with any existing insertion

algorithms, we have explained our own CVD insertion algorithm in later sections which is

closely interrelated with our proposed CVD configuration method. The unique challenges

for configuration have motivated research on the topic elaborated below.
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As mentioned earlier, CVDs are examples of programmable clock tuning elements.

CVD configuration for clock skew scheduling has been discussed as early as in [29], relying

on pre-silicon delay estimates. Other techniques such as [53] have followed based on the

same reliance on pre-silicon estimates, which, though can be employed to some extent

to performance tuning, they bring little value to speed binning [21], [23] or speedpath

diagnosis for which post-silicon measurements are needed. In addition to that, pre-silicon

estimations also are not sufficiently accurate for the state-of-the-art designs, for which the

speedpath identification is not obvious [40] due to the process variations. For these reasons,

post-silicon data is required for CVD configuration (e. g., [26], [46], [48], [65], [68]).

The work from [48] assumes one CVD per flip-flop resides in the circuit and it operates

as follows. It identifies the failing outputs from the data gathered from the tester and,

using the path tracing method [2], it tries to find the inputs that have triggered this failure.

Because it relies on path tracing and it assumes that every single flip-flop is tuneable, the

method does not scale to large designs. Furthermore, this technique does not exploit the

quantization levels provided by the CVDs (as introduced in subsection 2.1.2). The work

from [48] relies on a list of flip-flops for which their clock edge arrival time has to be

earlier and another list of flip-flops for which their clock edge arrival time has to be later.

If a flip-flop is in both the early list and the late list, its clock edge arrival time will not

change, which misses the opportunity provided by the quantization levels in CVDs, which

can facilitate variable delays to be added to the clock arrival times. Another work from

[46] introduces a genetic algorithm for CVD configuration where CVD values are grouped

into a solution that is iteratively transformed based on genetic operators. The results are

reported on only two very small examples and for one of them it is assumed, as in [48], that

there is one CVD per flip-flop.
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As the circuit size grows, one cannot assign one clock tuning element per flip-flop

because of the constraints on area, increased power consumption and increased complexity

for configuring all clock tuning elements per flip-flop. Therefore, to avoid the limitations

caused by one CVD per flip-flop, each clock tuning element should be connected to a group

of flip-flops and assigning a new arrival time to it implies that all the flip-flops in that group

will have the same clock arrival time. In the following, we discuss the approaches which

have multiple flip-flops assigned to each CVD in order to understand how they are tackling

the CVD configuration problem.

The work presented in [26] uses CVDs for post-silicon clock adjustment. It presents

the clock distribution strategy for system-on-a-chip (SOC) devices which are integrating

intellectual property (IP) blocks. It assumes that the clock root of each IP has its own clock

tuning element; if the designer plans to substitute any IP with another IP with equivalent

functionality, there is no need to redesign the entire clock tree of the SOC. Using clock tun-

ing elements, new clock schedules can be achieved. By providing the coarse-grain control

of CVDs (one CVD per IP block), the objective in [26] is to meet the timing constraints for

the SOC when replacing IP blocks late in the implementation flow, and not to compensate

for the lack of accuracy of the pre-silicon timing estimates caused by process variations in

advanced fabrication technologies.

The work reported in [68] uses false path aware STA to provide an estimation of paths’

delays in pre-silicon and creates a collection of flip-flops that either will fail, or may fail

if variation is taken into consideration. Then, it assigns CVDs to the flip-flops in this

collection. After the design is fabricated, CVD configuration is determined using linear

programming and branch and bound algorithms. In this work, since only a few percentage

of flip-flops are tuneable and the selection of flip-flops and CVDs which are tuneable is
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fixed and it is based on pre-silicon delay estimates, the maximum operational frequency

may not be found. This is because if excessive process variations or systemic delay defects

cause paths that were not accounted for during design to fail in silicon (whose source or

sink flip-flops do not have CVDs), this method cannot be used.

All the above mentioned approaches find the CVD configuration based on the measure-

ments on a single chip. In practice, the measurements can be done either on each individual

chip or, if the tester time is prohibitively high, the same configuration can be used for the

entire volume of fabricated devices. In [65], the CVD configuration is determined using an

approach based on Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) [19], [54] and using measurements

on a batch of chips, as representatives of all the fabricated devices. The motivation for this

approach lies in the focus of the work, which is on speed binning, and the main objective

is to determine a CVD configuration that maximizes the number of devices from the batch

that will be placed in the highest frequency bin. Because the focus of [65] is on speed

binning and not on performance tuning, only a limited number of predicted speedpaths are

taken into consideration; and CVD configurations for the source or sink CVDs of these

speedpaths are adjusted. Also, if there are some paths in the neighborhood of these pre-

dicted speedpaths, whose delays are close to speedpaths’ delays, adjusting only the CVDs

for the speedpaths may negatively impact the timing of these neighbor paths; this can even-

tually convert these neighbor paths to speedpaths and consequently, worsen the operational

frequency of design.

Since the focus of the work from [65] is on speed binning, not trying to borrow time

from the CVDs which are not directly connected to speedpaths, but are reachable, may

not have a significant impact on the binning process; however for performance tuning,

accounting for the signal dependencies between the flip-flops in the design can become
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important, as discussed in this thesis. As a final remark, although [65] does consider the

potential failures caused by hold-time violations, its solution, based on an off-the-shelf

constraint solver, relies on the pre-silicon estimates of the fast paths, an approach similar

to the one employed in [53].

Based on the above discussions, time borrowing can help improve the performance of

a digital circuit either at the design stage or after the first silicon samples are available.

Nonetheless, there is a need to preserve the maximum performance during the lifetime of a

chip. In the following, we explain the aging process and how the circuit speed is affected.

We will also explain briefly how the aged circuitry can be diagnosed on the chip. Then, the

prior works related to preserving the performance will be discussed. Later in chapter 4 we

will explain our technique proposed to preserve the performance during the lifetime of a

circuit.

2.3 Background: Reliability

Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) is one of the dominant factors in circuit aging

as discussed in [3], [16], [41], [56], [62], [74], [75]. The initial impact of NBTI is on

the temporal increase of the threshold voltage of PMOS transistors in a design, which will

reduce the drive current and slow down the switching of the circuit [12]. As a consequence,

the operational frequency of the circuit will reduce over time.

To mitigate the performance degradation over the lifetime of a circuit, NBTI effects

have been considered in circuit analysis and design. For example, to quantify the perfor-

mance degradation, [4] has shown that factors such as the supply voltage, age of the circuit,
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temperature and in-field activity (on-time) of the PMOS transistor affect the threshold volt-

age of a PMOS transistor. In addition to threshold voltage degradation, the chip-level im-

pact of NBTI can be different on different paths of the same chip or same paths of different

chips [4], [6]. Therefore, varying from one circuit sample to another, some paths that have

not been critical may become critical if they degrade more than the paths that have initially

been critical.

In order to tackle the reliability issues [35], [81], [31], [42] caused by circuit aging,

those paths that have been affected by aging should be diagnosed at the first place. To di-

agnose the paths that have been degraded, [4] has presented sensor flip-flops, which predict

failures due to aging during the normal operation of a circuit before the failures take place.

Based on the sensor flip-flop displayed conceptually in Figure 2.4, assume that the delay

of the combinational path leading to signal Out has been degraded due to aging such that

a transition is observed by the sensor flip-flop during the guard-band interval introduced

by the sensor flip-flop. In this case, the sensor flip-flop predicts a failure because if the

delay of the path leading to Out increases more than the guard-band interval due to aging, a

setup-time violation will occur. As a consequence, anytime that a sensor flip-flop receives a

transition in its guard-band interval, it declares that it has predicted a setup-time violation.

In the following, we will discuss in detail sensor flip-flops and their operation. Also,

we will explain how the known art deals with the reliability issue. Our unique approach for

improving the reliability in digital circuits will be explained in detail in chapter 4.
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Figure 2.4: Sensor flip-flop to predict setup-time violation.

2.4 Related Works: Reliability

In this section, we first discuss the works ([4] and [76]) that have studied the aging issue

and its sources. Afterwards, methods that estimate the degradation of an aged circuit will

be introduced [74], [76] and then different approaches for dealing with degradation at pre-

silicon or post-silicon will be discussed [3], [4], [16], [18], [27], [41], [55], [56], [63], [75],

and [76].

As explained in section 2.3 NBTI is one of the dominant factors in circuit aging as

discussed in [4], [41], and [76]. NBTI reduces the circuit’s operational frequency by time.

To mitigate the performance degradation over the lifetime of a circuit, many works have

studied impacts of NBTI in circuit analysis and design. Approaches such as [41], [74] and

[76] have estimated the magnitude of degradation due to aging. For example, [41] presents

an aging analysis flow able to calculate the timing of the degraded circuit at the gate-level

and it shows that the degradation in the worst case conditions is more than the degradation

in case of probabilistic workload.
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The work presented in [74] studies the impact of aging on gradual changes of circuit

parameters such as threshold voltage, operational frequency, path delay, and drive current

to statically model the overall degradation of the digital circuit under variation in the life

time of the chip. The work from [76] has also developed short term and long term threshold

voltage degradation models for different types of input vectors (such as periodic or random

input vectors). And finally, the work presented in [16] has shown that aging is dependent

on duty cycle of the input signals, supply voltage, and temperature. The works presented

in [16] and [76] have considered the circuit parameters that influence the speed of circuit

aging. Specific techniques that help control the speed of circuit aging, such as dynamic

voltage scaling (DVS), lifetime awareness, dynamic instruction scheduling and power gat-

ing, are detailed in [16]. The work from [76] has also studied design techniques during the

early design stage such as, optimizing the node activity, tuning the supply voltage, reducing

temperature and resizing in order to minimize the NBTI effect.

The works that have been covered so far have dealt with the sources of aging and they

have studied the impact of aging on different circuit parameters, as well as the design and

circuit techniques that can affect the speed of aging. In the following, the works that have

focused on tackling the degradation problem are discussed. A majority of the early works

have relied on pre-silicon worst-case estimation of degradation as discussed next.

The work presented in [56] provides an early estimation of performance degradation

[36], which is used as a design parameter to improve the reliability of the circuit during its

lifetime and to guarantee a targeted frequency with an area overhead of 5.8%-14.8%. Their

algorithm finds the threshold voltage degradation for all the PMOS transistors based on

their on-times and performs circuit sizing to obtain a desired operational frequency. How-

ever, applying this method to large designs may be impractical and very time-consuming
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because the threshold voltage degradation of every single PMOS transistor should be calcu-

lated and the entire circuit should be resized for reliability assurance. The work presented

in [75] relies on the fact that not all the transistors in a circuit need the estimation of thresh-

old voltage degradation and resizing. In fact, the delay degradation estimation [57] is only

required for the paths that are either critical, or may be critical if the delay degradation

is taken into account. Then, the gates on these paths are sorted based on their maximum

amount of delay degradation and their impact on the delay degradation of these paths. The

gates with highest impact on delay degradation of the above-mentioned paths are selected

as critical gates and they are replaced with fresh gates [75].

Both works presented in [56] and [75] have investigated design techniques at pre-silicon

based on worst-case assumptions to reduce delay degradation due to circuit aging during

the lifetime of a chip. The worst-case path delay degradation is calculated based on extreme

conditions such as maximum on-time (activity) for PMOS transistors, high temperature and

high supply voltage. However, this worst-case situation may not happen during the in-field

operation and the paths may not get degraded at the calculated time. Also, the real-time

degradation varies from one chip to another and from one path to another path on the same

chip [6]. Therefore, there is a need for the circuits to be monitored for their degradation

during their normal operation. One of the methods to monitor the failures caused by aging

is to predict the time when a failure may occur by the means of on-chip hardware, as

explained next.

The work from [4] predicts the failures due to aging during normal operation of the cir-

cuit before they occur. There are two benefits of failure prediction: (i) failures are predicted

before they actually occur in-system and corrupt the circuit’s state; (ii) the circuit does not

have to operate based on a worst-case estimated performance. In fact, the circuit keeps on
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operating in its maximum possible performance until a failure is predicted at which point in

time the circuit has to adapt itself (e.g., relaxes the operating frequency) before the failure

affects the circuit state. As detailed below, [4] uses logic sensors to detect the setup-time

violations that may cause a failure in the near future. When the failures are predicted,

[4] discusses several self-correcting options, such as adapting the supply voltage (which

increases power consumption and speeds-up the aging process) or relaxing the clock fre-

quency (which degrades performance). As shown in Figure 2.4, if any transition is detected

during a guard band interval, the sensor will turn on. The basic idea is to modify a stan-

dard flip-flop by adding the following three components: (i) a delay element which defines

the guard-band interval; (ii) a logic circuitry to check the transition during the guard-band

interval; (iii) an additional latch or flip-flop which works with the transition checker and

holds its output. A simple method for designing a sensor flip-flop is captured in Figure

2.5(a). Figure 2.5(b) explains the operation of the logic sensor using waveforms.

As displayed in Figure 2.5(b), anytime a transition occurs in the guard-band interval of

the sensor flip-flop, it will be detected and a rising edge will appear in its output. It should

be noted that the logic sensors introduced in [4] are not the only types of sensors that can

predict timing failures. Other types of specialized flip-flops have also been presented in

the literature (e.g., [18], [27], [55] or [63]). While we use the sensors presented in [4] to

discuss our flow, extensions of other types of sensors can similarly be used in our work,

however the details are beyond the scope of the contribution presented in this thesis.

Sensor flip-flops can assist with failure prediction or detection, however they are not

sufficient to guarantee the correct behaviour of a digital circuit during its lifetime. There-

fore, based on the work presented in [4], self-correction or self-adaption techniques are
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Figure 2.5: Sensor flip-flop schematic [4] and waveforms.

required for NBTI-induced transistor aging. The methods for self-correction include fre-

quency relaxation or adaptive power supply. Each of these methods have their own side

effects. For example, frequency relaxation will directly impact performance, whereas in-

creasing the power supply unnecessarily speeds up parts of the circuit that have not aged

with a direct impact on power dissipation; it also indirectly accelerates aging [4]. As a

conclusion, the actions taken to control aging have side effects that negatively affect the

operation of the circuit. These side effects are the initial motivation for our work to be

presented in chapter 4.
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So far in this chapter, we have covered two common issues in the lifecycle of digital

circuits, which are performance maximization and reliability. In the following, we describe

the background knowledge and related works for testing the VLSI designs.

2.5 Background: Test

After a digital design is fabricated, it is tested to screen for defects caused by the fabrication

process. Testing of VLSI circuits consists of applying test stimuli to the circuit under

test (CUT) and collecting and analyzing the output responses [73]. Circuits that generate

correct responses to all the test stimuli will pass the test and circuits that generate at least

one faulty output for one of the input stimuli are considered faulty.

2.5.1 Functional and Structural Testing

To find functional errors caused by fabrication process, circuits should be placed under

functional tests. To test a circuit with n inputs, multiple test stimuli should be applied

to the CUT and the response to each of them should be compared to the known correct

response of a fault-free circuit. To apply all possible input combinations to the CUT all

possible 2n different input combinations can be generated, each of which is called a test

vector. Nonetheless, if the input size n is large, as it is the case for most state-of-the-

art circuits, applying all possible input combinations will be impractical [73]. Hence, not

all test vectors should be applied to the CUT; instead, only a small group of selected test

vectors should be applied. Knowing the fact that each test vector targets one or multiple

faults, the group of test vectors applied to a circuit are selected based on the faults that they

target to sensitize. This method of testing is called structural testing, as explained next.
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Structural tests depend on the structure of the netlist of a design. Based on the logic

and timing behaviour of electrical defects, different fault models can be introduced allowing

test generation, test application and test evaluation to be performed by automated methods.

The most commonly used fault model is the single stuck-at fault model. It transforms the

correct value on a faulty signal to be stuck-at a constant value (stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1).

2.5.2 Test Pattern Generation

After selecting a fault model for structural test, the next step is to generate a group of test

vectors (test patterns) to target all the faults, as defined by the fault model at hand. Test

generation consists of creating test stimuli (input test vector) that sensitize one or multiple

targeted faults (fault sensitization) and propagate the resulting fault effect to primary out-

puts (fault propagation). A group of expected correct responses should also be generated

to be compared with the actual circuit responses to determine whether the CUT has failed

or passed.

Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG)

ATPG is the process of test pattern generation that is performed automatically based on

different methodologies proposed for test pattern generation (such as D-Algorithm and PO-

DEM [1], [15], [73]). The effectiveness of ATPG is measured by the number of faults that

are detected (determines test quality that is considered to be higher when more faults are

detected); and, the number of generated patterns that can impact the test application time.

ATPG allows testing of the combinational paths between flip-flops without consider-

ing the native mode behaviour of the circuit. To enable this type of testing, each source

flip-flop needs to be initialized and the output of the combinational logic needs to be ob-

served. To achieve this, flip-flops should be initialized and, after the data produced by the
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combinational logic is loaded into destination flip-flops, the responses must be observed

in order to check which paths have produced incorrect results. One way to achieve this

goal is to initialize a target fault over a sequence of clock cycles; likewise the fault ef-

fect needs to be propagated over a sequence of clock cycles to an observable output. This

procedure is commonly referred to as sequential ATPG and it is known to be significantly

more time consuming, as well as leading to lower test quality, when compared to combina-

tional ATPG [73]. Combinational ATPG assumes that every flip-flop can be initialized and

observed, which can be achieved through scan design.

Scan Testing

Scan design is a design for testability (DFT) technique that addresses the test cost [73] by

reducing the complexity of ATPG and providing controllability and observability to the

internal state elements. In the scan design technique, all flip-flops are connected to each

other through serial connections forming a shift register structure called scan chain. In the

scan test design there are two modes, a functional mode and a test mode in which the flip-

flops (also called as scan cells) are accessed via their serial connection in the scan chain.

Each circuit can have one or multiple scan chains which are activated in the test mode.

It should be noted that shifting-in the test vector and shifting-out the circuit response

occurs in the test mode when flip-flops in scan chains are connected serially and shifting is

performed by the shift clock. In the functional mode, the values stored in source flip-flops

through the shift-in process are propagated via the functional logic to destination flip-flops

with the functional clock. If the frequency of the functional clock is selected as high as the

maximum frequency of the circuit, this method of testing will be called at-speed testing.
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At-Speed Testing

As mentioned in chapter 1, there are two basic approaches for scan-based at-speed testing

[73] that are launch-on-capture () and (LOS) (Figure 1.4) [58], [77]. In LOC testing, the

SE signal does not need to transition at-speed because it is asserted and de-asserted by

the shift clock. However, in LOS testing, the falling transition of the SE signal needs to

happen within the at-speed clock pulse. Because SE is a global signal with high fan-out, the

arrival time of its negative transition may not be the same for all the flip-flops. Therefore,

a challenge is to guarantee that the negative edge of SE arrives at the same time to all the

flip-flops.

Logic Built-In Self-Test (BIST)

Logic built-in self-test is a DFT technique in which a part of a chip is devoted to test the

digital logic itself [73]. In a typical BIST system, the test pattern generator generates test

patterns to be applied to the inputs of the circuit under test. Then, after the test vectors are

applied, the output response analyzers generate a signature for the output responses of the

circuit under test. Once the test application process is complete, a logic BIST controller

indicates whether the circuit under test has passed or failed.

Next we will discuss how other approaches have dealt with the issue related to the tim-

ing of the SE signal in LOS testing. It should be noted that although there is a significant

amount of literature that covers a broad range of topics concerned with testing VLSI cir-

cuits, in the following we discuss only prior works that are strictly related to the timing

issue on the SE signal for LOS testing. Then in chapter 5 we explain our proposed method

for adjusting the timing of SE in LOS testing.
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2.6 Related Works: Scan Enable Timing for At-Speed Test

A commonly used technique to avoid timing slack of the SE signal received by the scan

flip-flops is to pipeline the scan enable signal [50]. By pipelining it, the SE signal in LOS

test mode does not need to transition at-speed. If multiple levels of pipelining are inserted

on the path of the SE signal, then the SE signal should be de-asserted for a number of shift

clock cycles before the launch edge equal to the levels of pipelining. Another technique

that has tackled the slow switching of the SE signal, is the local generation of the SE signal

[5]. This technique introduces last transition generator (LTG) cells which are inserted in

scan chains. The advantage of this work is that it integrates the pipelining of the SE signal

with local generation of the SE signal.

The above mentioned works have been employed to improve the timing of the SE signal

in practice. Nonetheless at the final stage of the pipelined SE tree or the SE routed from

LTG cells, there still might be slacks due to the process variations that appear only in some

chip samples. Unless the timing of the SE is fixed, these chip samples will be regarded as

faulty. To address this problem, we investigate an alternative approach to the SE timing

problem by relying on delay tuning elements placed within the SE tree (similar to the ones

placed in the clock tree for high-performance microprocessors [47]) that help compensate

for the process variations. Our proposed method can be used as an alternative to the prior

works [5] and [50], or it can be combined with them to adjust the timing of the SE signal

before the LOS tests are applied. More details on our proposed method can be found in

chapter 5.
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2.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have explained how process variations increase the gap between the pre-

silicon delay estimations and post-silicon real delay values and how this gap impacts the

operation of digital ICs after fabrication. For instance, the performance obtained after fab-

rication may not be the same as the performance estimated at the pre-silicon stage because

the pre-silicon delay estimation tools are not sufficiently accurate to take into account all

the impacts of process variations. Also, the known art to deal with this problem has been

explained and the use of clock tuning elements at the post-silicon stage has been covered

in the related works section.

Reliability concerns caused by delay degradation due to circuit aging was the second

topic of discussion in this chapter. The known art to improve the reliability of a circuit

during its lifetime has been covered and sensor flip-flops have been discussed to predict

delay degradation due to circuit aging.

The issues raised by the timing of the SE signal during LOS testing have also been

introduced. To address the timing inaccuracies at post-silicon and tune SE for LOS testing,

the related works on local generation of the SE signal and pipelining the SE signal have

been explained.

In summary, this chapter has provided the background knowledge and it has discussed

the relevant prior works that are related to the contributions presented in the next three

chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Post-Silicon Delay Measurement and

Clock Tuning

In this chapter, a method for post fabrication delay measurement and clock tuning will be

presented. All the prior works mentioned in chapter 2 regarding the configuration have

tackled the configuration problem for different purposes, e. g. performance tuning, speed

binning, and getting the circuit running at a target frequency. Furthermore, the known

arts for the CVD configuration have been proposed based on underlying assumptions such

as: clock tuning elements adjustment in pre-silicon or in post-silicon; having one flip-

flop per CVD or multiple flip-flops per CVD, and finding CVD configuration based on

measurements on a single chip or a batch of chips. Although these works have provided

the foundations for tackling CVD configuration algorithmically, in this chapter we exploit

a previously overlooked property of CVDs that can enable the implementation of an exact

yet scalable CVD configuration algorithm. This algorithm is compatible with the following

requirements that need to be accounted for when leveraging the presence of a large number

of CVDs for performance tuning:
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• The clock tuning flow supported by the post-silicon CVD configuration should con-

verge to the maximum operating frequency based on the accuracy of the tester mea-

surements, regardless of the process variations and systemic defects that affect an

unknown number of speedpaths;

• The CVD configuration algorithm should be scalable to large designs without com-

promising the performance gains, and it should be equally applicable to data col-

lected from either a single circuit-under-test or a batch of chips;

• No detailed knowledge from pre-silicon about the speedpath distribution should be

required, although if it is available, it can speed up the clock tuning flow;

• The CVD configuration algorithm should be independent of the pattern set and the

CVD insertion.

It should be noted that satisfying all the above mentioned requirements in a CVD con-

figuration algorithm will lead to an exact and scalable method that is applicable to the

today’s large designs. In the work proposed in this chapter, we meet all the above men-

tioned requirements; however, other approaches have failed to satisfy all the requirements

that will finally result in a non-optimum solution. For example, the work presented in [65]

fails to meet the first condition by having worst case assumptions for paths that their delay

information is not available. Also, the work presented in [48] is not scalable to the large

designs by not meeting the second condition because the number of CVDs used in this

work is as many as the number of flip-flops. Also, as mentioned in chapter 2, this work

uses path tracing method, which makes it unfit for large designs. More details about these

works can be found in chapter 2 as well as this chapter.
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In the following section, we will discuss a method for post-silicon fast paths delay

measurement and then we will discuss our proposed CVD configuration performed based

on the measured delay values with the objective of performance enhancement.

3.1 The Proposed Flow and Algorithm

Based on the example shown in subsection 2.1.2, to improve the performance of a design

by clock tuning, information from slow paths that slow down the frequency is required.

Also, fast paths should be known because while adjusting the CVDs, the slack provided

by them should not exceed the delay of fast paths to avoid hold-time violations. To find

the CVD configuration which determines the maximum frequency of a circuit under test

(CUT), an iterative flow as well as an exact algorithm is presented in this section. In the

following we give an overview of our proposed flow shown in Figure 3.1 and then the CVD

configuration algorithm will be explained.

3.1.1 General Overview of the Proposed Flow

Before CVDs can be used for post-silicon clock tuning, they need to be inserted in the

CUT at the design phase. For the work and results presented in this chapter, we rely on our

CVD insertion algorithm which will be elaborated in subsection 3.1.3. Nonetheless, our

CVD configuration algorithm is compatible with any approach used for CVD insertion. It

should be noted that since our proposed CVD insertion algorithm is driven by our proposed

CVD configuration algorithm, we will discuss it after explaining the CVD configuration

algorithm. In the following, an overview of the proposed flow will be provided and then,

in the following subsections, each step of the flow will be illustrated in detail.
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Figure 3.1: The flow for post-silicon delay measurement and CVD configuration.
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The flow shown in Figure 3.1 starts with CVD insertion at which groups or clusters

of flip-flops are generated to share the same CVD. Afterwards, the CUT with the inserted

CVDs will be the input to the delay measurement and CVD configuration algorithms that

works in the post-silicon stage. The flow is continued with a pre-processing step “Find

speedpaths Delays by Frequency Stepping” in which the slow paths (speedpaths) of the

design are identified through the frequency stepping method performed on the tester, as it

is the case also for the work presented in [65].

In the next step, as elaborated in subsection 2.1.2, for the flip-flops whose clock arrival

times need to be delayed to compensate for the required setup-time, the fast paths leading to

them should be found. The reason for finding these fast paths is that they will constrain the

maximum configuration value that a CVD can get due to potential hold-time violations. To

achieve this, in the box “Generating the State Graph of CVDs and Paths”, the state graph of

the CVDs of the design and a subset of fast and slow paths will be generated; afterwards,

a set of CVD configurations will be generated through the box “CVD configuration for

Hold-time Measurement” (as detailed later in this section). These CVD configurations will

be applied to the CUT with a slow frequency to make sure that if any failure is observed, it

is a hold-time violation failure. After all the above CVD configurations are applied to the

CUT and all the failing information is collected, the real delay values of these fast paths

that may fail due to hold-time violations will be calculated. Then, based on these real delay

values of fast paths, the maximum applicable configuration value for each CVD will be

found in “Update Max CVD Value for Each CVD”.

As mentioned earlier in this section, we assume that all the slow paths’ delay values

are measured in a pre-processing step. We have also indicated that the real delay values

of the paths that may fail due to hold-time violations can be measured. Using these data,
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the maximum achievable performance of the design will be found by the steps taken in

the loop shown in Figure 3.1. In this loop, the software finds CVD configurations with an

approach different from the one taken for fast paths measurement. In this loop, the purpose

of the software is to find a CVD configuration which helps in achieving the maximum

desired frequency ‘ f = fmax’ as stated in box “CVD configuration for Max Performance”.

If such a configuration can be found, the maximum frequency and the corresponding CVD

configurations will be reported. Otherwise, the frequency is relaxed in “Relax f ”, and the

software will try to find a new CVD configuration for the new target ‘ f ’. The iterative flow

will continue in this loop until it finds CVD configurations and the maximum achievable

frequency. It is important to note that the CVD configuration values are dependent on

the slow paths’ delay values measured by the tester. Therefore, the precision of tester

measurement affects the CVD configuration values. Furthermore, the granularity of CVD

steps, which is the minimum delay difference between two CVD configuration steps also

has an impact on the achievable frequency. The finer the CVD steps, the more improvement

on the frequency can be achieved.

In the following, the algorithmic steps to find the maximum operational frequency are

explained by the use of two CVD configuration algorithms. The first CVD configuration al-

gorithm is to calculate the post-silicon fast paths delay; and, the second CVD configuration

is to find the maximum achievable frequency of the design after fabrication.
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3.1.2 Finding the CVD Configuration to Measure the Delay of Fast

Paths and Maximize the Frequency

As mentioned earlier in this section, to maximize the operational frequency, real delay

values of the fast and slow paths are required. The delay of slow paths is measured through

the frequency stepping method, which is a preprocessing step in the flow of Figure 3.1.

In this subsection, we discuss the CVD configuration method proposed to calculate the

delay of fast paths after fabrication. Afterwards, we discuss another CVD configuration

method that maximizes the frequency of the CUT. The initial step to measure the post-

silicon fast paths delays is to generate the graph of clusters (or their associated CVDs) and

the combinational connections between them as explained next.

Generating the State Graph of CVDs and Paths

The first step of the software in the flow as shown in Figure 3.1 is creating the state graph

of the CUT with CVDs inserted. Each node in this state graph represents one CVD (or

its corresponding cluster of flip-flops); there will be two edges between two nodes CV Di

and CV D j if there is at least one combinational path between any flip-flop from the group

covered by CV Di and any flip-flop from the group covered by CV D j. The first edge is

called s edge and the weight of this edge is the delay of the slowest path between the two

CVDs. The second edge is called h edge and its weight is the delay of the fastest path

between the same two CVDs. An example of a state graph is shown in Figure 3.2(a).

s edges represent the paths that may fail due to a ‘S’etup-time violation if the frequency

is too high and h edges represent the paths that may fail due to a ‘H’old-time violation

resulting from skew provided by the difference in the clock arrival time of their source and

destination CVDs.
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Based on the explanations provided earlier in this section, the real delay value of s edges

are measured in the pre-processing step and the initial delay values for h edges are esti-

mated by false path aware STA. The real delay values of h edges will be determined as

explained in the next step. After all the real delay values are available, the CVD configura-

tion for performance optimization will be found to help the circuit work in the maximum

achievable frequency.

Slowest Path, s_edge:

Fastest Path, h_edge:

Cj

Ci

h_edge: dij
s_edge: D

ij

Cluster:

(a) State graph of CVDs.
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And so on for 
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(b) Complete search tree.

Figure 3.2: Complete state graph and complete search tree.
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As mentioned in chapter 2, CVDs with three configuration bits can have eight different

configuration values. If a branch and bound method is used for CVD configuration, the

search tree will contain all the possible values for all the CVDs as shown in Figure 3.2(b),

and then a valid CVD configuration for the circuit will be found from this search tree.

However, the size of such a tree is impractical to be explored for large circuits.

Reducing the Size of the State Graph

To reduce the tree size by pruning, we need to determine if all CVDs need to be configured

or not. A key detail exploited by our algorithm is that CVDs can increase or decrease

arrival times only by a limited value [47] (e.g., 5% to 20% of the clock period). As a direct

consequence, we remove those paths from the state graph for which adding or subtracting

this limited value neither brings them to, nor removes them from the critical paths range or

hold-time violation range.

To illustrate, if the maximum delay added to the clock arrival times provided by CVDs

is 10%∗Tclk, the paths that are removed from the state graph are the ones whose delays are

less than 90% of the clock period and greater than 10% of the clock period. The resulting

graph comprises single nodes that are not connected, as well as many disconnected sub-

graphs as shown in Figure 3.3(a). The disconnected subgraphs consist of nodes (clusters)

and edges between pairs of nodes, which can be only h edges, only s edges, or both. In

these subgraphs there will be many nodes connected to the rest of the graph only through

h edges. All h edges incoming to ‘CVDs without s edges’ will also be removed. The

reason for removing them is that their destination CVDs do not have any s edges and the

configuration for the destination CVDs will not be changed. Furthermore, if the configura-

tion for their source CVDs changes, it always increases (from ‘0’ up to ‘7’), which implies
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that the particular h edges cannot be violated and they have no effect on the configuration

of other CVDs; therefore, those h edges will be removed to reduce the graph size (Figure

3.3). In addition, all single nodes in the resulting graph will be removed since assigning

any CVD configuration value to them does not affect the timing of other paths and CVDs

which, reduces the graph size even further.

Paths to be removed from graph 

10%*T_clk< dij, Dij < 90%*T_clk

2

4

1
3

5

7

6

Slow Path: Dij > 90%*T_clk :

Fast Path:  dij< 10%*T_clk :

Clusters to be removed:

(a) Reducing the state graph of CVDs.

2

4

1
3 7

6

5

(b) Reducing the size of the state graph.

Figure 3.3: Reduced state graph.
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CVD Configuration

In our flow there are two different CVD configurations. The objective of the first one is to

calculate the delays of the fast paths to accurately back-annotate h edges. Then, after the

real delay values of h edges are calculated, the maximum CVD values should be adjusted

accordingly to avoid hold-time violations in fast paths. Then, the second CVD configura-

tion will be explained with the objective of finding the maximum operating frequency. In

the following, the details of both CVD configuration algorithms are discussed.

• CVD configuration for Hold-time Measurement: After the state graph is gener-

ated and reduced, the next step is finding the CVD configurations that will help in

determining the real delay values of h edges in the reduced state graph. Before get-

ting to the details of this CVD configuration, we should emphasize that the CVD

configurations found in this step will be applied to the CUT with a slow frequency to

make sure that no path fails due to setup-time violation and the reason for any failure

is the excessive skew between the source and the destination of h edges which results

is hold-time violations.

To generate these CVD configurations, the search tree related to the state graph of

Figure 3.3(b) should be traversed. However, with a smart pruning technique, we can

shrink the search tree related to the state graph of Figure 3.3(b) to reduce the run-

time of the CVD configuration for path delay measurement of h edges. To prune the

search tree, all the CVDs connected to h edges (in subgraphs 1 and 2, Figure 3.4(a))

will be assigned all possible values, and the CVDs for which there is no h edge

(subgraph 3, Figure 3.4(a)) will be assigned a random value between the minimum

and the maximum CVD value (‘0’ and ‘7’). This way, we prune the search tree of
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the reduced state graph to reduce the overall number of CVD configurations which

directly reduces the time spent on the tester to apply all the CVD configurations to

the CUT.

The pruned search tree of the graph in Figure 3.3(b) is shown in Figure 3.4(b). It is

important to note that as of each node without h edges, the size of the search tree

is reduced 8 times (assuming there are 3 configuration bits). For this example, the

size of the search tree is reduced 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 times compared to the size of the search

tree for the reduced state graph because there are three nodes in the reduced state

graph without h edges for which assigning any value to their CVD does not affect

the timing of h edges. Each path from root to leaf in each of the search trees for

subgraphs is a CVD configuration for the corresponding subgraph which helps in

finding the delay values of h edges in that subgraph. After all CVD configurations are

generated, they will be applied to the CUT and failing information will be collected

by the tester. Then, based on failing range and passing range for each h edge, the

maximum CVD value for all the CVDs connected to h edges will be calculated.

• CVD configuration for Max Performance: In this step, a constrained search tree

with constraints on maximum CVD values (forced by real delays of h edges) and

also real delay values of s edges will be used for finding the CVD configuration that

helps the circuit work with the maximum achievable frequency. As an illustration, in

the search tree displayed in Figure 3.5(b) that is driven from the subgraphs of Figure

3.5(a), the maximum value for CVDs 2 and 6 which are the destination CVDs of fast

paths may be constrained to values smaller than ‘111’.

It should be noted that this constrained search tree is generated based on the sub-

graphs displayed in Figure 3.5(a), which are different from the subgraphs of Figure
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(b) Pruned search tree of the reduced state graph.

Figure 3.4: CVD configuration search tree for measuring the fast paths.

3.4(a). There is no connecting edge between the subgraphs shown in Figure 3.5(a),

which means that the timing of subgraphs is also not related. Hence, the CVD con-

figuration for maximum frequency for each subgraph can be found independently

and concurrent with other subgraphs.

In addition to the above mentioned difference between search trees, the constrained

search tree used for finding the maximum achievable performance (Figure 3.5(b))

is traversed with a different objective compared to the search tree used for CVD
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configuration for finding h edges’ delays. In the search tree of Figure 3.4(b), all the

CVD configuration values are valid and they can be applied to the CUT for finding the

real delay value of h edges. However, the constrained search tree in Figure 3.5(b) is

traversed based on the target frequency. Therefore, some CVD configuration values

in the constrained search tree may not be valid based on the target frequency. As

an example, assume that the maximum delay value provided by CVDs is 10%∗Tclk.

Therefore, the maximum frequency that may be achieved theoretically is equal to

fmax = 1
90%∗Tclk

. However, with the constraints brought by the delay values of s edges

and h edges, there is a possibility that no CVD configuration value exists to achieve

the maximum frequency. It means that no CVD configuration for all CVDs can

be found from the constrained search tree to make the circuit work with the target

frequency. Therefore, the target frequency should be relaxed and the constrained

search tree should be investigated for a valid CVD configuration.

As explained earlier in this section, we have assumed that the delay value of the slow

paths can be measured at an early silicon stage by using a frequency stepping method.

However, if these delay values are not available, we can modify our flow such that we

can also calculate the delay values of slow paths. To be able to find the delay value of slow

paths, after we have calculated the delay value of h edges, the CVD configuration algorithm

for maximizing the frequency will find the CVD configuration with real delay values of

h edges and the estimated delay values of s edges provided by false path aware STA. The

resulting CVD configuration will be applied to the CUT and the failing information will

be collected by the tester. It is important to note that all the failures observed at this point

are due to setup-time violations. After failures are observed, we relax the frequency on

the tester step by step until no more failures are detected by the tester. Then, based on the
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(b) Constrained search tree of the reduced state graph used to find the performance-driven CVD
configuration.

Figure 3.5: Performance-driven CVD configuration.

frequency step in which each failure has not been observed anymore, the delay value for

each s edge will be calculated and updated in the state graph and a new CVD configuration

will be found based on the updated delay values. This iterative process continues until

no more failures are detected and all the values for the s edges are updated in the state

graph. In the last step, the CVD configuration corresponding to the maximum achievable

frequency with real delay values for s edges will be found similar to the loop of the flow in

Figure 3.1.
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After discussing the CVD configuration algorithms used for delay calculation of hold

paths and also for maximizing the operational frequency, in the following subsection, we

will discuss the CVD insertion algorithm that has been driven by the proposed CVD con-

figuration algorithm.

3.1.3 CVD Insertion

In this subsection, the proposed CVD insertion or clustering algorithm is detailed. The

output of this algorithm is the circuit with the inserted CVDs, which is the input to the flow

from Figure 3.1, as well as to the CVD configuration algorithm.

Referring to the beginning of this chapter, the first condition for the CVD insertion

algorithm is based on the fact that one cannot assign a CVD per flip-flop because of the

power and area overhead caused by having as many CVDs as flip-flops in a design. There-

fore, clusters or groups of flip-flops have to share CVDs. Furthermore, as explained in

subsection 2.1.2, improvement in performance is achieved only if FF1 and FF2, which

are the source and destination of a slow path, have been assigned to two different CVDs

and therefore they could have two different arrival times. In the light of this example, the

second condition of clustering is extracted, which is the source and destination flip-flops

of slow (critical) paths should not go in the same cluster [49]. If they do, their clock edge

arrival times would be equal and no timing improvement could be achieved.

The last condition for clustering can be extracted from the specific usage of individual

flip-flops at the register transfer level of abstraction. For example, in case of shift registers,

the designer would rather provide the same timing for all the flip-flops of a shift register;

therefore, if the flip-flops of a shift register are assigned the same CVD, they will have the

same clock signal arrival time.
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Figure 3.6: List of paths sorted based on delays. C1, C2, and C3 are examples of clusters.

Our CVD insertion or clustering method is performed based on the three above con-

ditions. To meet these conditions, some information should be prepared. For the first

condition, the maximum number of CVDs or the maximum cluster size are provided by

the user of this algorithm and they can be determined based on custom constraints, such

as the allowable budget for extra area and power. For the second condition, a list of paths

sorted based on their delays should be prepared as shown in figure 3.6. All the path delays

are obtained using a pre-silicon static timing analyzer and from this list, only the critical

(slowest path) and semi-critical paths (top X% of slowest paths where X% is related to the

tuning range of CVDs) are used for clustering and CVD insertion. For the third condition,

all shift registers of design should be detected and provided as an input to the CVD in-

sertion algorithm. After all the required information for clustering is provided, clusters of

flip-flops will be created while the above conditions are satisfied.
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3.2 Results

To validate our flow and algorithm, we have synthesized International Symposium on Cir-

cuits and Systems 89 (ISCAS) benchmark circuits [13] in a 90nm standard cell library.

Then, pre-silicon delay estimations are provided by extracting the speedpaths’ data using

Synopsys Design Compiler’s timing tool. The number of flip-flops to be assigned to each

CVD is determined based on the analysis performed on the work from [47], where there is

an average of 100 flip-flops per CVD, and more than twenty thousand CVDs reside in the

design. In our case, since the number of flip-flops in ISCAS89 circuits is much less than

that for the circuit reported in [47], we have applied the constraint of 25 flip-flops per CVD.

Hence, assuming that the total number of calibration bits per CVD is k and the number of

flip-flops sharing the same CVD is p, the overall area overhead for inserting CVDs will be

k
p × 100%. Then, towards the end of this section, the impact of different cluster sizes on

the operational frequency of s38417 benchmark circuit has been studied.

Initially, we have assumed that the range for CVD configuration values is between

[0 .. 7], which has a total of 8 values and this range is 10% of the clock period [47];

i.e., if the CVD configuration value for a cluster is 7 (maximum), it means that the clock

signal arrival time of that cluster should come later as much as 10% of the clock period.

Therefore, the top/bottom 10% slowest paths are in the range that adding or subtracting

the maximum CVD value (10% of the clock period), may push/remove them into/from the

setup-time/hold-time violation range.

It is important to point out that in order to validate the effectiveness of our novel al-

gorithm for performance tuning, we do not need to rely on a rather complex experimental

setup with tester measurements for high-performance microprocessor designs, as it was the

case in [47]. As a consequence, the variability or systemic delay defects that affect the
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post-silicon clock period have been generated randomly in virtual experiments that emu-

late the flow explained in Figure 3.1. Note, however, the virtual experiments are consistent

with the tester methodology used in practice (e.g., [47]). Therefore, the effectiveness of

the clock-tuning flow and the associated CVD configuration algorithm from section 4.1 are

demonstrated; that is, regardless of the speedpath distribution reported by pre-silicon tools,

we can use the post-silicon measurements (that capture the post-silicon effects) to tune the

clock edges and maximize the operational frequency without relying on compute-intensive

algorithms on the circuit’s state graphs.

For a random set of failing flip-flops, we compare the clock period from our method

against the zero-skew mode in Table 3.1. Note, the highest gain we expect to see is the

maximum time that can be added to the slowest path, which is dependent on the maximum

tuning range of CVDs, the accuracy of tester measurements, and the precision of the delay

values provided by CVDs. In this experiment, the maximum additional time for the slowest

path is equal to max CV D Value−min CV D Value = 10% ∗T , which is consistent with

the approach from [47]; therefore, the maximum theoretical gain (within the limits of the

precision of CVD steps and tester measurements, as stated in section 4.1) is 10%∗T .

Table 3.1: Performance comparison for ISCAS89 circuits.

Zero-Skew Our CVD Configuration Algorithm
Circuit Clock Period (ns) Clock Period (ns) gain%
s13207 3.356 3.082 8.2%
s15850 5.829 5.370 7.9%
s35932 94.835 86.834 8.4%
s38417 4.742 4.318 8.9%
s38584 18.465 16.783 9.1%

As shown in Table 3.1, our gains are very close to the maximum achievable gain. Fur-

thermore, referring to Table 3.2, it should be noted that the CPU run-times are, as expected,
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very low. Even for the largest ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, which, to the best of our un-

derstanding, are of similar size to logic blocks in larger designs that contain critical paths,

the run-times are below one second (as reported in Table 3.2). This is obviously a di-

rect consequence of the pruning techniques that led to processing sparse state graphs where

only tens to hundreds of edges were present. Interestingly, the same pruning techniques can

be integrated into other algorithmic approaches for CVD configuration, such as constraint

solvers, as employed in [53, 65].

In terms of comparison to the two related works on post-silicon clock tuning [48] and

[65], the following should be noted. The work from [48] assumes that all the flip-flops are

tuneable, which is also validated by the results reported only on small ISCAS89 circuits

(with maximum of 19 flip-flops). On the other hand, one of our main objectives was to

design a scalable method that can find the CVD configuration - given the accuracy of tester

measurements and the granularity of CVD steps, as stated in section 4.1 - to improve the

performance of the digital circuit (the runtime for our proposed method has been reported in

Table 3.2). Furthermore, the work presented in [48] used critical path tracing method to find

the source of each failure and no details are given on how to deal with hold-time violations.

With respect to [65], it is important to note that it overcomes the practical limitations from

[48]. However, because the focus is on speed binning for a microprocessor design, there

Table 3.2: CPU run-times for ISCAS89 circuits.

Circuit No. of flip-flops CPU run-times in seconds
s13207 669 0.240
s15850 597 0.346
s35932 1728 0.929
s38417 1636 0.846
s38584 1452 0.761
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is no report on run-times for benchmark designs and no results on the performance gains

for individual CUTs; when combined with the fact that the microprocessor design was

not available to us, all of the above reasons pre-empt the possibility to perform a direct

comparison. Nonetheless, it is essential to note that the key contribution from our work,

which is pruning the state graphs to search the pruned CVD configuration tree exhaustively,

as well as measuring the fast paths to account for hold-time violations when configuring

the CVDs, can be used as add-on steps to improve any computational approach that uses

post-silicon measurements for performance maximization.

Figure 3.7 explains how the maximum operating frequency changes when varying the

number of configuration bits per CVD. More configuration bits lead to finer CVD steps,

which will help update the delays of h edges more accurately; also, more configuration

bits provide more options to choose from in the search tree, however this can increase the

CPU run-times. Figure 3.7 also shows how when the tuning range of the CVDs (X% of

clock period) increases, the frequency also increases. The reason is that the number of

paths accounted in the state graph increases and the extra timing from these paths can be

used for the setup-time required by the slow paths. Figure 3.8 shows the frequency gain, as

related to the upper bound (determined by the tuning range); as expected, when increasing

the tuning range, the CVD steps (for a given number of configuration bits) become coarser,

hence limiting the frequency gain.

In the following, the impact of the clustering algorithm for different cluster sizes has

been studied and displayed in Figure 3.9. As can be noted in this figure, when the number

of flip-flops per cluster increases, the frequency of the circuit decreases. The reason for

this reduction in frequency is that when flip-flops are grouped to share the same CVD, any

change in the clock arrival time provided by the CVD will result in a change in the clock
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Figure 3.7: Impact of varying configuration bits and tuning range of CVDs on the fre-
quency.

signal arrival time of all the associated flip-flops. Therefore, there are some flip-flops that

although they may not need any change in their clock signal arrival time, their clock arrival

time changes because they are part of the cluster. Since the timing for some of the flip-

flops has been changed unnecessarily, the timing of the paths connected to these flip-flops

may be restricted in two ways. It means that the timing provided to some of the paths

connected to those flip-flops may not be enough, or, those flip-flops may not be able to lend

time to other paths because their clock arrival time has been changed unnecessarily. As

the number of flip-flops per cluster increases, the number of flip-flops in the same cluster

that their timing changes unnecessarily increases and based on the above explanations, the

timing of paths that need improvement cannot be fixed by time borrowing only, which

means that the frequency needs to be relaxed. Hence, there is an inherent trade-off between

‘having more CVDs and better timing at the expense of larger area overhead’ vs ‘having a

reasonable area overhead with less CVDs, however with lower performance’.
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As a final remark, depending on the logistic details of the practical environment, our

clock tuning flow can be applied to either a single device or a batch of devices. More

specifically, if the goal is to performance tune one device at a time, the flow described in

this chapter is applied as detailed. Otherwise, based on the data collected from the tester

for a representative sample (batch) of devices, we will prioritize the failing information to

be used by our CVD configuration algorithm. For example, if a flip-flop fails in nine out
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Figure 3.9: Results for ISCAS89 circuit s38417.
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of ten devices and another one fails in one out of ten devices, then the former one will

be used by our algorithm and the latter one not. Based on this reasoning, after a single

CVD configuration is found it is expected that it will maximize the number of devices

that pass at the maximum frequency. If the economics dictate it, the main advantage of

using measurements on a sample set of devices is that the single CVD configuration can

subsequently be reused for an entire volume of devices, which will not be subjected any

more to the tester measurements.
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3.3 Summary

The pre-silicon timing estimation tools find it more difficult to estimate speedpaths ac-

curately in advanced process technologies. This has motivated the usage of clock tuning

elements, such as CVDs, to perform post-silicon clock measurement and tuning [47]. How-

ever, finding CVD configurations without crunching huge amounts of data in state graphs

(that capture the dependencies between the sources and sinks of the potential speedpaths)

is not a straightforward problem for a large number of CVDs. In this chapter of the thesis

we have introduced an algorithmic solution for post-silicon clock tuning that prunes the

size of the solution space effectively.
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Chapter 4

Using On-Chip CVDs to Address the

Lifetime Performance Degradation

As overviewed in chapter 2, there have been a number of prior works that have studied the

circuit aging effects and have provided solutions to address them. However, to the best of

our knowledge, none of the existing techniques have exploited clock tuning elements, e.g.,

CVDs, to tackle this problem. In this chapter we investigate if and how CVDs can be used

in-system for preserving the circuit performance when the delay degradation is predicted.

The existing techniques for determining CVD configurations rely on pre-silicon esti-

mates and/or post-silicon tester measurements performed on a group of sample chips [26],

[47], [65], [68]. For example, the tester data is processed and a CVD configuration is

calculated, which determines the maximum achievable frequency for the group of sample

chips. This pre-computed CVD configuration will be loaded through serial scan chains,

with the expectation that it will result in the maximum performance for the majority of

the chip samples. Circuits that do not work at this maximum frequency, but they are still

operating correctly at a lower frequency, are speed-binned accordingly. Nonetheless, when
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high-performance is a critical objective and degradation caused by circuit aging is a con-

cern, post-silicon measurements only on the first silicon samples are not sufficient to find

the CVD configuration that can provide the maximum operating frequency throughout each

circuit sample’s lifetime.

When considering circuit aging, one has to account for the fact that each chip will be

used in its unique environment and the applications running on one chip may be different

from the ones running on the other chips. As a result, the path delay degradation will be

different for the same path on different chips, as well as different paths on the same chip.

This motivates us to find a unique CVD configuration for every single chip and this CVD

configuration should have the possibility of being modified in-system, as needed. Thus, in-

formation from sensors that predict the failures in-system [4] can be leveraged to update the

CVD configurations on-the-fly, in order to compensate for the extra circuit delays caused

by aging. Nonetheless, as presented in the following sections, the ramifications of updating

the CVD configurations in-system must be understood. As a consequence, we have devel-

oped a new hold-time violation prediction sensor and we present CVD insertion algorithms

that are aware of the overhead that is introduced by both setup and hold-time violation

prediction sensors. In addition, considering the fact that aging effects are not reversible,

we do not focus on error detection and recovery; rather the focus is on prediction and self-

adaptation. Toward this goal, we present a new on-the-fly CVD configuration mechanism

with simple architectural features that are embedded on-chip and operate on-line without

circuit interruption.
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4.1 On-Chip Clock Tuning Mechanism

Before presenting our new clock tuning mechanism, we first provide a simple illustrative

example to explain its intuition. This example is based on the original one presented in

subsection 2.1.2.

T1

0 0+δt

Data 

Path 2
Data Path 1

Clock Signal

D2 - δtD1 + δt

FF1

0

δt

T1+δt

FF2 FF3

Figure 4.1: Using programmable clock tuning elements to improve the frequency.

In Figure 4.1, assume that the delay of the combinational logic between FF1 and FF2

is D1 and the delay of the combinational logic between FF2 and FF3 is D2, D2 < D1.

There is also a clock tuning element on the clock signal of each flip-flop shown by a cloud.

In ‘zero-skew’ configuration (clock signal arrives to all the flip-flops at the same time and

all the clock tuning elements are assigned ‘0’), the minimum clock period is equal to the

delay of the slowest path which is D1 = T 1 = Tzero−skew. Now, assume that D1 is degraded

by δt due to aging, and we want to keep the clock period as it was before: T 1. To achieve

this, we will exploit the timing slack available between the two paths. Therefore, the clock

edge arrival time of FF2 should be delayed by δt (shown in Figure 4.1). In this case, the

clock period will remain T 1 and the timing window available for the path between FF1

and FF2 will be equal to D1 + δt = T 1 + δt. In addition, the following condition must

hold: D2 < T 1− δt. Note also that in order to avoid hold-time violations, no path from

FF1 to FF2 should be excited at any time with a delay less than δt.
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In the remainder of this section, we discuss the steps that are needed to build a circuit

with the ability to self-predict the failures caused by setup/hold-time violations and also

self-tune the performance in-system to achieve the maximum performance allowable by

the characteristics of CVDs. It is important to note that the initial two steps which are

Insertion of sensor flip-flops and Insertion of CVDs, are performed at pre-silicon (or design

stage) and the last step which is CVD configuration, is performed at the post-silicon stage.

4.1.1 Insertion of Sensor Flip-Flops (Pre-Silicon)

The initial step for sensor flip-flops insertion is to identify which flip-flops in the design

need sensors. To achieve this, we start with a Static Timing Analyzer (STA) to provide

an estimation of the delay of the paths in the circuit. Then, the paths are sorted based on

their delay value estimations. As shown in Figure 4.2(a), the delay estimation for Path1

(P1) is equal to T1, delay of P2 is T2, and so on and so forth. As discussed in reference

[76], the maximum amount of timing degradation for each path is 20% of its original delay

value. Therefore, if all the paths in Figure 4.2(a) are degraded by their maximum possible

value (as shown in Figure 4.2(b)), the ones that violate the targeted clock period, are the

ones that their destination flip-flops need sensors (Figure 4.2(b), subset 1). The targeted

clock period is also reported by the designer as the maximum delay value estimated by

STA (Tclk STA = T1) plus a safety margin (SM). These concepts are shown in Figure 4.2(b).

As shown in this figure, although the clock period has been extended to account for the

safety margin, some paths may still fail due to timing degradation.
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Tclk-STA = T1

0 Tn T2 T1

(a) List of paths sorted based on STA delay estimations.
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P’n
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0 Tn T2 T1
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P’i
P’i+1

T’i
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Subset 2: Paths Will not fail.

Subset 1: Paths May fail. Sensor required.

Subset 1

Subset 2

(b) T ′ = T (1+20%).

Figure 4.2: Selecting the destination flip-flops that need sensors.

4.1.2 Insertion of CVDs (Pre-Silicon)

As shown in the illustrative example at the beginning of this section, the CVDs inserted at

the clock path of flip-flops can provide non-identical clock arrival times and improve the

performance. The works presented in [25], [49], [64], and [69] have investigated in CVD

insertion for the circuits, without taking the degradation into account. However, in this

work, we plan to insert the CVDs in the circuit, by considering degradation as a parameter.
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Due to circuit limitations such as area overhead and extra power consumption, it is not

practical to assign one CVD per flip-flop. Therefore, CVDs should be assigned only to the

flip-flops that need them. To identify these flip-flops, it should be noted that the destination

flip-flops of slow paths are the ones that may fail, or may be critical if timing degradation

is taken into account [4], [65], [68], [75]. Therefore, they are the ones that may need their

clock edge to be delayed. Detection of these flip-flops is similar to the previous subsection

regarding sensors insertion. In fact, the flip-flops that need CVDs in their clock path, are

the ones for which sensor flip-flops have already been inserted. To reduce the number of

CVDs even further, multiple flip-flops can share the same CVD, similar to the works at

[26], [47], [65], and [68]. Now, the first question that may be asked is ‘Which flip-flops

should be grouped together to share the same CVD?’ (also called clustering).

Referring to the circuit shown in Figure 4.1, performance improvement can be achieved

if FF1 and FF2 have different clock arrival times meaning that they should belong to

separate clusters and CVDs. Therefore, the most important factor in clustering is that the

source and the destination flip-flops of a slow path should not go to the same cluster to

share the same CVD (Figure 4.3). Furthermore, if the source of a slow path is not the

destination of another slow path, it does not need to go into a cluster, and it will not need a

CVD. Further details of the CVD insertion algorithm can be found in subsection 3.1.3.

After clusters are generated and CVDs are assigned to each cluster, the circuit with

inserted sensor flip-flops and CVDs is the input to our CVD configuration algorithm that

works at post-silicon. Note, for the work and results presented in this chapter, we rely on

the CVD insertion algorithm summarized in this subsection. However, it is important to

point out that our CVD configuration algorithm is compatible with any method used for

CVD insertion and it is not restricted to this particular CVD insertion approach.
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1

3

4

2

: Sensor flip-flop, destination of the

  slow path, goes into cluster #1

: Sensor flip-flop, destination of the

  slow path, goes into cluster #2

: Slow Paths,

  May fail

: Non-Slow Paths,

  Will not fail due to

  setup time violation

Cluster #1

Cluster #2

Figure 4.3: Clustering and CVD insertion.

4.1.3 CVD Configuration (Post-Silicon)

In this subsection, the in-system and on-the-fly CVD configuration mechanism is presented,

while the objective is to find the maximum achievable performance. The reader should note

that the maximum achievable performance is limited to the following three parameters: (i)

the maximum delay value that a CVD can provide to the clock signal; (ii) the resolution of

the delay that a CVD can add to the clock signal; (iii) the cluster size. The impact of all

these three parameters will be elaborated in the results section.

During the in-system operation of a digital circuit equipped with sensor flip-flops and

CVDs, anytime that a sensor predicts a setup-time violation, it implies that the particular

flip-flop connected to the sensor may receive incorrect values in the near future because one
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of its incoming slow paths has been degraded. Therefore, the timing window provided for

the paths leading to this flip-flop should be extended. However, we do not have to relax the

frequency for the circuit since it will extend the timing for all the paths. In fact, extending

the timing window only for the paths leading to the flip-flop that is close to failure, not only

avoids the failure, but also helps the circuit maintain its operating frequency.

To extend the timing window of the paths leading to the flip-flop that is close to failure,

the clock arrival time of the flip-flop can be delayed. Referring to Figure 4.1, delaying the

arrival time of the destination flip-flop is equivalent to increasing its CVD configuration

value. Therefore, each CVD can have a ‘plus 1’ circuitry attached to it. Anytime that

the sensor corresponding to a flip-flops is activated, it will enable the ‘plus 1’ circuitry,

which increments the CVD value by ‘one’, if the CVD value is less than its maximum

configuration value which is ‘111’. Otherwise, the CVD cannot delay the clock signal

more than the maximum CVD value and the frequency should be relaxed.

An important detail to be taken into account is the side-effect of CVD configurations

that provide timing slack and may cause hold-time violations. Every time that the value of

a CVD is to be incremented, it will delay the clock arrival time for all the flip-flops in its

cluster. Hence, before incrementing the value of a CVD, we have to make sure that no fast

path (FP) with its destination flip-flop in this cluster exists with its path delay less than the

timing provided by the CVDs plus hold-time. This implies that the following inequality

must hold: tFP > th+ delay of (CV Dval + 1). As a consequence, if no hold-time violation

occurs and the current value of CVD is less than the maximum CVD value, if a setup-time

violation prediction (SVP) sensor is activated in the corresponding cluster, the CVD value

should be incremented to preserve the frequency; otherwise, the frequency must be relaxed

to maintain the correct behaviour of the circuit.
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As a result of the above discussion, since CVDs change the clock arrival times, moni-

toring the hold-time violations is a must in the circuits with CVDs. Therefore, we propose

a new hold-time violation prediction (HVP) sensor, for which the schematic is displayed in

Figure 4.4(a). In this Figure, d is one CVD step and th is the hold-time of the flip-flop.

Figure 4.4(b) is an example of the operation of the sensor shown in Figure 4.4(a).

Through this example, we illustrate how this proposed sensor predicts the hold-time vi-

olation if a clock signal is to be delayed by one CVD step: d. In this figure, the original

clock signal is named clock, and the clock signal in case the CVD associated with it incre-

ments will be labelled as clock + d. As shown in this figure, if the clock signal is delayed

to clock + d, the hold-time of signal a will be violated. To predict this hold-time violation

before delaying the clock signal, the following values should be assigned to the signals of

the sensor shown in Figure 4.4(a).

The delayed clock signal, which is clock + d + th will be sent to both flip-flops of the

sensor: Qa and Qb. Signal a will be sent to Qa flip-flop and the delayed version of it called

b will be sent to Qb flip-flop. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.4(b), the values of the two

inputs of the XOR gate that are Qa and Qb will be different at the edge of clock + d + th,

which will set the value of Sensor to ‘1’.

Based on these explanations, HVP sensors must be inserted for the flip-flops which

are connected to the fast paths and are in the clusters with CVDs. As a consequence, the

number of HVP sensors will be smaller than the number of SVP sensors. The insertion

of HVP sensors is performed before fabrication, at the same time when SVP sensors are

inserted, and they are activated only if by incrementing the value of a CVD a hold-time

might be violated (as illustrated in Figure 4.4(b)).
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(b) An example for the operation of the above sensor.

Figure 4.4: Hold-time violation prediction sensor.

In terms of scalability, the following points should be made: (i) only the flip-flops

that may receive incorrect values will need sensors; (ii) by avoiding one CVD per flip-

flop, the number of CVDs is further reduced; (iii) the power consumption of the sensors

can be controlled as follows. Based on the work from [4], the degradation is a gradual

process. Hence, SVP sensors should not be turned on throughout the lifetime of a circuit.
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A ‘Monitor’ signal can be defined, which keeps SVP sensors off for most of the times

and turns them on for a short period of time. For example, they can be on for 10% of the

lifetime of a circuit [3].

The power consumption for HVP sensors is even less than the power consumption of

SVP sensors. The first reason is that the number of HVP sensors is much smaller than the

number of SVP sensors because the flip-flops with HVP sensors are a subset of flip-flops

with SVP sensors that are connected to fast paths. In addition to that, HVP sensors do

not need to be on for all the time that SVP sensors are on. HVP sensors can always be

off, unless an SVP sensor is activated in their common cluster, and the value of the CVD

associated to that cluster is less than the maximum CVD value (‘111’). Only under these

conditions HVP sensors will turn on until one of the HVPs in the associated cluster predicts

a hold-time violation when they can be off until next SVP activation.

In the following, we will discuss how SVP and HVP sensors are integrated with CVDs

into the circuit. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The pseudocode displayed in this figure

captures the operation of the circuit shown by its left-hand side. As displayed, if at least

one of the SVP sensors in a cluster is active, it means that a flip-flop may receive faulty

values due to a setup-time violation in the near future. To avoid setup-time violations, extra

time should be provided for that flip-flop by either time-borrowing from other paths using

CVDs or by relaxing the frequency. If borrowing the time from other paths does not cause

hold-time violation for the paths leading to that flip-flop, and the configuration value of the

CVD associated with the cluster of that flip-flop can be increased, the value of the CVD

will be incremented to provide the time required by that flip-flop without slowing down the

circuit. Otherwise, the frequency should be relaxed to avoid hold-time violations that may

be caused by incrementing the CVDs.
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Figure 4.5: Integration of sensors with CVDs for on-chip CVD configuration.

It is important to note that the above pseudocode and the circuit will work as mentioned

only if, when a SVP sensor has predicted a setup-time violation, the fast paths leading

to that cluster are sensitized. Those fast paths are guaranteed to be sensitized after SVP

activation if an online test is applied to sensitize them. In this case, HVPs only need to be

on when SVPs are activated. Nonetheless, if there is no on-the-fly testing to sensitize fast

paths when a SVP sensor is activated, the normal operation of the circuit has to continue

and HVP sensors have to stay on all the time. Once HVP sensors predicted a hold-time

violation without any active SVPs, the CVD increment for that cluster has to be undone

and the frequency has to be relaxed.
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Off-Chip CVD Configuration

If the area overhead for adding HVP sensors is considered too high, we can avoid their

insertion and perform the evaluation of hold-time violation off-line. In this case, every

time that an SVP sensor is activated, the system should be paused and all the information

for SVP sensors and CVD values should be scanned out of the circuit. The evaluation of

hold-time violation will be performed off-line based on STA estimates for fast paths. If

no hold-time is violated in the corresponding cluster and its CVD value is less than the

maximum CVD value, the configuration value of the CVD can be incremented. Otherwise,

the frequency should be relaxed. After all these calculations are performed, all the CVD

values will be uploaded through scan chains and the circuit will resume its operation.

It is important to note that there are two limitations in using off-line CVD configura-

tion: (i) for some critical applications we may not be able to pause the system; (ii) the

frequency found by this method is lower than the frequency found by the on-the-fly config-

uration method. The reason is that in the off-line configuration, the evaluation of hold-time

violation is based on STA estimates. However, in reality, all the paths in the circuit, even

the fast paths that may violate the hold-time, will degrade and their delay increases. As a

consequence, STA estimates, which are smaller than the real degraded delay values, pro-

vide tighter bounds for CVDs to be incremented. Therefore, in the off-line method, the

frequency may be relaxed before it is required (as shown in the results section). In order to

maintain the benefits of the on-line CVD configuration method, yet to contain the number

of HVP sensors, a clustering method will be presented in the next section.
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4.2 Hold-Time-Aware Clustering and CVD Insertion

As mentioned in subsection 4.1.2, the clustering algorithm that has been used in our work

so far, is based only on the delay information from the slow paths in a design. The base

for this clustering algorithm is that the source and the destination flip-flops of a slow path

should not be placed in the same cluster and should not share the same CVD as displayed in

Figures 4.3 and 4.6(a). In this clustering algorithm, the slow paths where the delay values

are close to each other will be selected and then their source flip-flops will form a cluster

to share the same CVD. Also, the destination flip-flops of those slow paths form another

cluster to share a CVD (Figure 4.6(a)).

In the new hold-time aware clustering algorithm, in addition to using the delay informa-

tion for slow paths, we use also the information from the fast paths. There are three groups

of fast paths related to the speed limiting (slow) paths that are relevant to our algorithm:

• Group 1 - consists of the fast paths that only their source flip-flops are from the

destination flip-flops of slow paths (Figure 4.3, fast path from flip-flop 3 to flip-flop

4). These groups of fast paths will not fail due to the slack provided by the CVD

configuration, since their destination flip-flop will not have a CVD. Therefore, the

clock signal arrival time for their destination flip-flop will not be delayed. Also, if

the clock arrival time for their source flip-flop is delayed, it will reduce the slack

between the source and the destination of these fast paths. As a result, these paths

will not fail due to hold-time violation and the destination flip-flops for these paths

will not need HVP sensors.

• Group 2 - consists of the fast paths that only their destination flip-flops are from

destination flip-flops of slow paths (Figure 4.3, fast path from flip-flop 1 to flip-flop
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2). It means that the destination flip-flops of these paths will have CVDs and their

clock signal arrival times may be delayed if needed based on other paths’ timings.

However, the clock arrival time for the source flip-flops of these fast paths will not

change because they are not destinations of slow paths and they do not have CVDs.

Therefore, the source and destination flip-flops of these fast paths cannot be placed

in the same cluster and may not have the same clock arrival time. As a result, these

paths may fail due to hold-time violation and the destination flip-flops for these paths

will need HVP sensors.

• Group 3 - consists of fast paths that both their source and destination flip-flops are

from destination flip-flops of slow paths (Figure 4.3, fast path from flip-flop 2 to flip-

flop 3). It means that both their source and destination flip-flops of these paths will

have CVDs and their clock signal arrival times may be delayed and different. The

source flip-flop of these fast paths will not need HVP sensors unless it is a destination

of another fast path from Groups 2 or 3. The destination flip-flops of such fast paths

will not need HVP sensors unless either of the two following conditions is valid for

them: 1. If the destination flip-flops of fast paths are from Group 2 they will need

HVP sensors; 2. If the source and the destination flip-flops of these fast paths are in

two different clusters, their destination flip-flops will need to have HVP sensors.

Based on the above classification of fast paths, destination flip-flops from Group 1

do not need HVP sensors. Destination flip-flops from Group 2 will need HVP sensors.

Also, the destination flip-flops of Group 3, when not clustered with their source flip-flops,

will need HVP sensors (Figure 4.6(a)); otherwise, they will not need HVP sensors (Figure

4.6(b), flip-flop 3). The details of this hold-time aware clustering method are summarized

as follows.
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(a) Initial clustering algorithm. Flip-flop 3
needs an HVP sensor.
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(b) Hold-time aware clustering algorithm. Flip-
flop 3 will not need an HVP sensor.

Figure 4.6: The hold-time aware clustering impacts the number of HVP sensors.

The slow paths are sorted in the descending order of their delay values. Then, the

source/destination flip-flops of different slow paths that have a fast path between them are

placed in the same cluster if there are no slow paths between them. This will help in

removing the HVP sensor required for the destination flip-flops of the fast paths (Figure

4.6(b)). In this clustering method, although the first priority for clustering is to place the

source and destination flip-flops of fast paths in the same cluster (if there are no slow paths

between them), the flip-flops are chosen from the descending list of slow paths in such a

way that their delay is close to each other. The positive impact of this sorted list is that

the delay difference between the slow paths, for which the source and destination flip-flops

are clustered together, is smaller, which provides larger slack to the other slow paths that

originate from a different CVD cluster.
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In the results section, we will compare the impact of this hold-time aware clustering

method with the initial clustering algorithm proposed in [38]. We will also compare this

method against off-line CVD configuration method and the case when no CVD is applied

for clock tuning purposes.

4.3 Results

To evaluate the proposed clock tuning mechanism, we have synthesized ISCAS89 bench-

mark circuits [13] using a 90nm standard cell library. Synopsys Design Compiler’s timing

tool is employed to provide pre-silicon delay estimates. Based on [76] and [24], the maxi-

mum amount of timing degradation for each path is assumed to be 20% of its original delay

value. Therefore, we insert setup-time violation prediction (SVP) sensors for the destina-

tion flip-flops of the slow paths that may violate the targeted frequency if they are degraded

by their maximum value. Also, we insert hold-time violation prediction (HVP) sensors for

those flip-flops with SVP sensors that are connected to the fast paths and may fail due to

hold-time violation.

The reader should note that there is a difference between HVP insertion in this work

and the one presented in [39]. In [39], HVP sensors are inserted for all the flip-flops with

SVP sensors to control the hold-time violation for all the flip-flops; therefore, the number

of HVP sensors would be equal to the number of SVP sensors. However, a key observation

is that not all the flip-flops with SVP sensors need HVP sensors. Only the ones which

are connected to fast paths should be equipped with HVP sensors to predict the hold-time

violation. The reduced number of HVP sensors is shown in Table 4.1 for three different

safety margins: SM = 5%, 10%, and 15%. In this table, the purpose of clustering is to

improve the performance, not to reduce the number of HVP sensors.
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As displayed in Figure 4.2(b), it can be seen that as the SM increases, the frequency

is relaxed and the number of paths that may violate the more relaxed frequency will be

reduced. Hence, the number of potentially failing flip-flops decreases and accordingly, the

number of SVP sensors required for those flip-flops reduces. In Table 4.1, we have shown

how different values assigned to SM (5%, 10%, or 15% of Tclk STA) affects the number of

SVP sensors.

In order to validate the effectiveness of our new CVD configuration algorithm, we have

emulated the path delay degradations, which affect the post-silicon clock period, randomly

in virtual experiments. Nonetheless, it should be noted that our virtual setup resembles the

real world usage of a chip. The reason for this claim is that each chip sample is likely to be

used in a unique environment, which is not identical to the environment of other fabricated

samples of the same design. Furthermore, the types of applications that will run on one

chip will be different from the applications that will run on the other chips. Therefore, each

chip is degraded distinctly from the other ones. Thus, our virtual setup, which is generating

the delay degradations for each path randomly, can capture the effectiveness of our CVD

configuration method. Also, it should be noted that although some of the results provided

in this section are only presented for a few large ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, consistent

behaviour has been observed for the other large ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. For the

results shown in Figures 4.7, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12, the degradation model is assumed to be

linear. It means that for each point in time, the path delay degradation is a linear function of

time. As explained later in this section, we have also explored another degradation model,

which essentially is independent from and orthogonal to the in-system clock tuning method

proposed in this chapter.
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Figure 4.7: Off-line and on-line CVD configuration affect the frequency of s38417 differ-
ently during its lifetime.

The first experiment to be discussed is observing the performance when on-the-fly (on-

line) CVD configuration and off-line CVD configuration are used. As shown in Figure

4.7, The frequency provided by the on-line CVD configuration is maintained in higher val-

ues compared to the frequency provided by the off-line CVD configuration, as anticipated

based on the discussion from the previous section. For this experiment, the maximum tun-

ing range for CVDs is 10% of the clock period and there are three configuration bits for

each CVD, which is consistent with the circuit implementation presented originally in [47].

Also, SM is assumed to be 10%∗Tclk STA.

For the experiments discussed next, we will focus only on the effectiveness of the on-

line clock tuning mechanism. In the next experiment, we have studied how different safety

margins can affect the operational frequency during the lifetime of the benchmark circuit.

It can be observed that having larger SMs will result in a slower starting frequency (Figure

4.8) at the beginning of the lifetime of each design.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency vs. safety margin.

As discussed in section 4.1, having one CVD per flip-flop is not practical for large

designs. Therefore, clusters of flip-flops should be created, with a CVD shared between the

flip-flops of the same cluster. In Figure 4.9, we show how different cluster sizes affect the

performance. As displayed in this figure, when the cluster size is smaller, the operational

frequency is higher. For the sake of this discussion, assume that the cluster size is ‘1’. It

means that every single flip-flop is tuneable individually and if paths leading to one flip-flop

need more time, by delaying the CVD of that flip-flop, we can provide the required timing

margin for it. However, if cluster size is ‘n’, and the paths leading to only one flip-flop of

that cluster need more time, the clock for all flip-flops of that cluster should be delayed.

It means that for the other ‘n-1’ flip-flops in the cluster that do not necessarily need extra

time, the clock signals are delayed. Therefore, the slow paths whose sources are in this

cluster, may also fail because of less slack time.

Based on the above reasoning, the unwanted slack provided to some slow paths due to

CVD configuration results in smaller improvement in frequency (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Frequency vs. cluster size for s35932.

Another important parameter (discussed in section 4.1) is how much a CVD can delay

the clock of the destination flip-flop for a potential failing path (also called the CVD tuning

range). The work from [47] assumes that if a CVD is configured at its maximum value, in

can delay the clock signal by 10%∗Tclk.

To evaluate our proposed method, we have performed our experiments for three differ-

ent tuning ranges of CVDs which are: 5% ∗Tclk, 10% ∗Tclk, and 15% ∗Tclk (Figure 4.10).

First, as can be noted in this figure, the starting maximum operating frequency when the

CVDs are employed is higher than the case when no CVDs are used. Second, in the first

four points of measurements, although the degradation occurs and it is detected, for all the

circuits with CVDs there is no need to relax the frequency; however, for the circuit without

the CVDs, any time a failure is predicted, the frequency must be relaxed. Third, for the

later points of measurements, it can be seen that the larger the CVD tuning range, the more

improvement in performance can be achieved as the circuit ages.
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Figure 4.10: Frequency during the lifetime for different CVD tuning ranges.

The resolution of CVDs is also another important parameter for finding the maximum

operating frequency. The CVDs presented at [47] have three configuration bits or eight

configuration values. Assuming that the maximum CVD value is 10%∗Tclk, the resolution

for the delay added to the clock signal will be resolution = 10%∗Tclk
7−0 = 1

70 ∗ T . However,

assume that we only have one configuration bit for each CVD. It means that if we want to

delay a CVD by half of its maximum value, we cannot do it because the only option is to

delay it to its maximum value. In the experiments shown in Figure 4.11, it can be seen how

finer resolution (more configuration bits) results in improved performance.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency during the lifetime for different number of CVD configuration bits.

To study the effectiveness of our proposed hold-time aware clustering algorithm, which

is based on both fast and slow paths delay values, Table 4.2 has compared the number of

HVP sensors for the slow-path-aware and fast- and slow-path-aware clustering method. As

explained in section 4.2, a new hold-time aware clustering algorithm has been presented

to reduce the number of HVP sensors while the CVD configuration can be performed in-

system and on-the-fly. This hold-time aware clustering method classifies the fast paths of a

design in three groups as discussed in section 4.2. Then it focuses on reducing the number

of required HVP sensors in group 3 by grouping the source and the destination flip-flops of

the fast paths in the same cluster. The results for the reduced number of HVP sensors are

shown in Table 4.2.

As displayed in this table, the number of HVP sensors is reduced. However, this saving

in area comes at the cost of losing on the operational performance. As displayed in Figure

4.12, the CVD configuration algorithm with the clustering method based on both fast and

slow paths information cannot maintain the operational frequency as high as the CVD

configuration that is based only on slow paths information.
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Table 4.2: Number of HVP sensors for the two clustering algorithms.

Circuit
No. of
flip-flops

No. of HVP sensors
for slow path aware
clustering

No. of HVP sensors
for fast and slow-
path aware clustering

s15850 597 1 0
s13207 669 0 0
s38417 1636 1 0
s35932 1728 186 94
s38584 1452 9 0

In the comparison of the frequency provided by the hold-time aware clustering method

against the off-line CVD configuration method, although in most of the points at the life-

time of the circuit they achieve the same operational frequency and off-line method does

not use any HVP sensors, the hold-time aware clustering method has obtained better re-

sults at the end of the lifetime of the circuit (Figure 4.12). The reason for that is that in the

on-line CVD configuration method based on hold-time aware clustering, the degradation of

hold-paths is also considered in the CVD configuration, which relaxes the unnecessary tight

bounds that over-constrain the CVD configuration algorithms. More importantly, in CVD

configuration based on hold-time aware clustering method, when a failure is predicted, no

application needs to be paused and no data needs to be processed off-chip, which is critical

for the applications that cannot be interrupted during their operation.
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Figure 4.12: Frequency at different points in the lifetime of s35932 circuit.

In all the graphs that have been displayed so far based on 10 points in the life-time of the

ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, we have assumed that the path delays are degraded linear to

the time. However, the path delay degradation model may not be linear. Though our CVD

configuration methodology is orthogonal to the delay degradation model of the design, we

show the benefits of our method on another degradation model provided in [3] and [4].

As discussed in these works, delay degradation is relative to the temperature and voltage

profiles, workload, and the amount of time elapsed (tn, n=0.25 [4], or n=0.16 [3]). To study

the behaviour of our CVD configuration method when the above degradation model is used,

we have assumed that the multiplication of all the factors other than the tn is constant and

the paths delay degradation is relative to tn, n=0.25 [4]. Based on this degradation model,

the behaviour of our CVD configuration method is captured in Figure 4.13.

In terms of comparison of our work to the previous works, to the best of our knowledge,

none of the works presented on delay degradation (such as [3], [4], and [74]) have worked

on dynamically preserving the performance by using clock tuning mechanisms. The focus
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Figure 4.13: Behaviour of our CVD configuration method for the degradation model pro-
vided in [4].

in those works is more on finding when and where a failure may occur. Furthermore, the

works presented on CVD configuration for performance tuning or speed-binning maximize

the performance or the yield of high frequency bin only once after fabrication (i.e., at the

beginning of circuit’s lifetime). To the best of our understanding, these prior works do

not account for the delay degradations caused by circuit aging. All of the above reasons

pre-empt us from carrying out a direct comparison.
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4.4 Summary

The research community has undertaken an effort over the past decade to improve the un-

derstanding on how circuit aging and timing degradation are related. In this chapter of the

thesis, we have provided a new perspective on limiting the degradation of circuit’s perfor-

mance, as its path delays slow down due to aging. We have investigated how to combine

the techniques for on-line failure prediction with the programmable clock tuning elements,

in order to prolong the maximum post-fabrication frequency of a circuit in-system through-

out its lifetime. To achieve this goal, we have proposed an effective on-chip mechanism

for on-the-fly updates of the clock tuning elements, which facilitate uninterrupted circuit

operation.
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Chapter 5

Tuning the Timing of Scan Enable (SE)

at Post-Silicon

In this chapter, we investigate an approach for addressing the scan enable (SE) timing

problem by relying on delay tuning elements placed within the SE tree, similar to the ones

placed in the clock tree for high-performance microprocessors. To the best of our knowl-

edge, the works presented for tuning the timing of SE, including [5] and [50], have been

proposed to operate at pre-silicon stage. However, process variations introduced during the

fabrication process affect the timing of SE, which introduces a slack in the SE arrival time

to different flip-flops of the design. In this chapter, we explain how clock vernier devices

(CVDs, explained in chapter 2) can be exploited to tune the timing of SE at the post-silicon

stage to compensate for timing slacks caused by process variations. Our proposed method

can also be combined with the approaches presented in [5] and [50].

Our proposed method can be used to adjust the timing of the SE signal before the

launch-on-shift (LOS) tests are applied. Conceptually our approach is illustrated in Figure
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Figure 5.1: Tuning the SE signal for each circuit sample.

5.1. Before applying the LOS patterns, each chip will be subjected to a set of calibra-

tion patterns. Using on-chip structures, the calibration patterns will determine the unique

timing configuration for the SE signal for the particular circuit under test (CUT). These

configurations will be stored on-chip and the unmodified LOS test set will be subsequently

applied.

5.1 Faulty SE and Its Impacts on LOS Testing

As introduced in chapter 2, in LOS testing the SE signal should transition at-speed. To

detect the timing issues on the SE signal connected to a flip-flop, the impact of the faulty

SE signal on the initialization data and the captured response of that flip-flop and the flip-

flops connected to it should be studied.

Based on the waveforms displayed in Figure 5.2, early falling edge of the SE signal will

result in: 1. one shift less of the test stimuli; and 2. double capture of the response. Having

one shift less of the test stimuli at a flip-flop affects the initialization data for the flip-flops

that receive their test stimuli from this flip-flop. Also, double capture of the response in a
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flip-flop may invalidate the captured response. Therefore, early falling edge of SE observed

by a flip-flop affects both the same flip-flop and the flip-flops that are destinations of this

flip-flop. A late falling transition on SE for a flip-flop is similar to the stuck-at-1 fault

on the same line and results in no-capture of the response to the test vector [22]. As a

consequence, late falling edge observed by a flip-flop affects only the same flip-flop.

Clk

Early-SE

Correct SE

Launch Capture

Shift Clk At-speed Clk

Late-SE

Figure 5.2: Early/late falling edge of the SE signal.

In this chapter, we explain how CVDs can be exploited to tune the timing of the SE

signal and reduce the timing slack for arrival of the SE signal to the scan cells. The overview

of our proposed sequence of tasks performed at the pre-silicon and post-silicon stages is

captured in Figure 5.3. To provide the on-chip ability for tuning the timing of the SE signal,

four steps should be taken both in the design stage and after fabrication. Initially, the two

pre-silicon tasks which are clustering and architectural modifications to facilitate the on-

chip detection of the timing issues of the SE signal should be performed. Then, the two

post-silicon tasks including test application to find the timing issues of SE, and, on-chip

CVD configuration will be performed to calibrate the timing of the SE signal.
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Figure 5.3: The sequence of pre/post-silicon tasks performed to tune SE by CVDs.

5.2 Design-Time Tasks

To provide the on-chip tuning ability for the SE signal in the LOS test mode, two tasks

should be performed during the design stage: 1. generating groups of scan cells that share

the same CVD; 2. providing the extra circuitry that facilitates the on-chip detection of

timing issues on the SE signal.
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5.2.1 Clustering and CVD Insertion

Based on the reasoning provided in chapter 3 and in [47] regarding the number of CVDs

in clock trees, not every single flip-flop can have its own CVD due to excessive area and

power overhead. Similar reasoning can be applied to SE trees, which is, one cannot assign

a CVD to each scan cell. Therefore, groups of scan cells should be created to share a CVD;

this task is called clustering.

To generate clusters of scan cells with the purpose of tuning the timing of SE, we should

note which scan cells can be clustered together. If the SE net is generated through the

pipelining method [50] or it is locally generated [5], [79], at the final stage of the SE tree,

the SE signal is provided for a group of scan cells. Since there might be one or multiple

scan chains in each digital circuit, these scan cells that receive their SE from the same stage

of the SE tree may or may not be from the same scan chain (Figure 5.3-1).

In our clustering algorithm, since we do not have information for the routed pipelined

SE tree and the local generation of SE, we will not know which scan cells receive their

SE from the same stage of the SE tree. Therefore, we rely on the clustering algorithm that

chooses scan cells in each cluster randomly. In the clustering algorithm that we use, each

cluster can have one or two scan segments. Scan segments are divisions of scan chains and

they are selected as consecutive scan cells. If a cluster has only one scan segment, that scan

segment is chosen as consecutive scan-cells from one scan chain and the size of the scan

segment should be equal to the cluster size that is assumed to be fixed and it is determined

by the designer. If a cluster has two scan segments, they are selected from two different

scan chains and the sum of the lengths of scan segments should not exceed the cluster size.

These concepts are displayed in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Clustering.

After the clustering task is completed, a CVD will be assigned to each cluster of scan

cells. CVDs inserted at the design-time will be used to calibrate the timing of the SE signal

after fabrication. To tune the timing of SE, first, we should know which clusters receive

faulty SE signal. In the following, details of the additional circuitry required for detection

of faulty SE will be explained.

5.2.2 Additional Circuitry to Detect the Faulty SE On-Chip

It should be noted that in our proposed calibration process displayed in Figure 5.3, the

objective is to diagnose the clusters that receive faulty SE signal on-chip and tune the

timing of their SE by on-chip configuration of their associated CVDs. This is to avoid

offloading the captured responses of clusters and performing the diagnostic calculations

off-chip, which will speed up the SE tuning process.
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To be able to diagnose the faulty SE received to a cluster on-chip, we should be able

to distinguish between the correct and incorrect captured responses. Hence, the correct

response should be known on the chip and the architectural features should also be provided

to distinguish between the correct and the incorrect responses. As a consequence, anytime

that a calibration pattern is applied to the circuit, the correct (reference) response should

also be uploaded on the chip to be compared with the captured response. After the capture

clock edge (Figure 5.2), the generated response will be compared against the uploaded

reference response. If there is a mismatch between them, it declares that the timing of SE

has not been correct and the CVD corresponding to the failing cluster should be exploited

to tune the timing of SE (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Insertion of the extra circuitry for failure detection on the SE signal and using
its outcome to tune the CVD.

If the complete reference response is to be uploaded on the chip, the time for uploading

the reference response for each cluster under test will be equal to the cluster size. To avoid

the excessive time for uploading the reference response, signatures can be generated for
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both the reference response and the captured response. The signature for the captured re-

sponse (SCR) can be generated on-chip and the signature for the reference response (SRR)

can be uploaded on the chip to be compared against each other. To generate the SCR

on-chip, additional circuitry, also called Response Analyzer (RA), should be provided for

each cluster at pre-silicon. An RA can be a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [73]

that generates the SCR as the captured response is shifted-out from the cluster to the RA.

The SRR is also uploaded as an extension to the applied calibration pattern.

The size of SCR, SRR, and RA will be elaborated next by describing LFSRs [20], [52].

LFSRs

An LFSR of size k consists of k flip-flops and a selected network of XOR gates. As shown

in Figure 5.6(a), if XOR gates are placed on the external feedback path, the LFSR is called

an external-XOR LFSR. Similarly, if XOR gates are placed between adjacent flip-flops, as

displayed in Figure 5.6(b), the LFSR is referred to as an internal-XOR LFSR [20], [52].

10 k-2 k-1

a1a2ak-2ak-1

(a) A k-stage external-XOR LFSR.

10 k-2 k-1

ak-1ak-2a2a1

(b) A k-stage internal-XOR LFSR.

Figure 5.6: Instances of LFSRs [20], [52].
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The structure of an LFSR can be described by a characteristic polynomial defined over

Galois field GF(2) [73], called f (x):

f (x) = 1+a1x+a2x2 + ...+ak−1xk−1 + xk

In the above GF(2) equation, a1, a2, ..., ak−1 are 0 or 1, the multiplication stands for the

logic AND and the addition stands for the logic XOR. If f (x) divides 1 + xT for T as the

smallest positive integer, then T is called the period of f (x) [52]. If T = 2k−1, then f (x) is

a primitive polynomial and the total number of distinct values generated by the LFSR will

be maximized to 2k−1. It should be noted that the all ‘0’ value in the LFSR’s k flip-flops is

the only state that does not belong to the 2k−1 sequence produced by the LFSR. LFSRs can

be used for both stimuli generation and response analysis. For response analysis, they can

have a single input or multiple parallel inputs. LFSRs that are used to generate signatures

with single input are referred to as ??Single-Input Signature Register (SISR) and an LFSR

with multiple parallel inputs is called Multiple-Input Signature Register (MISR).

Based on the above discussion, in the context of our work, the response analyzer (RA)

assigned to each cluster can be a SISR (for clusters with a single scan segment) or a MISR

(for clusters with multiple scan segments, each scan segments should be connected to one

of the MISR’s inputs). To improve the area investment for RAs, we assume that the size

of RAs inserted in the circuit is dlog2(m)e for cluster size m. Therefore, for a digital

circuit with n flip-flops, the total number of extra flip-flops for having one RA per cluster

will be n
m × (dlog2(m)e). Reducing the RA size does increase the probability of aliasing,

i.e., a fault-free response and the faulty one produce the same signature. Note, although

MISR aliasing probability is a topic that was widely researched in the past three decades, a

detailed analysis of the topic is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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By performing clustering, CVD insertion, and inserting RAs in the circuit, the pre-

silicon tasks are completed and the architectural features for finding the faulty SE are pro-

vided. In the next section, we discuss the post-silicon tasks which will speed-up finding the

timing issues of the SE signal.

5.3 Post-Silicon Tasks

In order to tune the timing of the SE signal, there is a need to know what ranges of timing

issues of the SE signal can be tuned by the use of CVDs.

5.3.1 Tuneable Range of Faulty SE

If the SE signal observed by some scan cells in a cluster has an early/late falling edge and

it is on-time for other scan cells of the same cluster (Figure 5.7(a)), the timing issue can

be fixed by adding/subtracting a delay to/from the arrival of the SE signal in order to bring

it within the at-speed clock pulse. However, if some of the scan cells in a cluster observe

an early falling edge and other scan cells in the same cluster observe a late falling edge of

SE, CVDs cannot fix the timing of SE for all the scan cells in that cluster. The reason is as

follows: adding delay to the arrival time of SE may fix early falling edges, but will worsen

the late falling edges by making them arrive later. Similar reasoning can be applied while

subtracting delay from the late SE signal to move it to the left within the at-speed clock

pulse (Figure 5.7(b)).

The reader should note that in this chapter, the two terms of ‘moving SE to the left’

and ‘moving SE to the right’ are used to fix the timing of the late and early SE respectively

(Figure 5.7(a)):
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• Moving SE to the left: adjusting the late falling transition of SE such that it arrives

earlier than its original arrival time and it falls within the at-speed clock pulse.

• Moving SE to the right: adjusting the early falling transition of SE such that it

arrives later than its original arrival time and it falls within the at-speed clock pulse.

In order to find out if CVDs can help in calibrating the timing of SE, first, the skew of

the SE signal within a cluster of scan cells should be inspected. Referring to Figure 5.7,

if the skew of the SE signal within a cluster of scan cells is less than “one at-speed clock

pulse”, in case of having early/late SE signal for some scan cells in that cluster, the timing

of SE can be calibrated by exploiting CVDs and moving SE to the right/left. Further, if the

range for falling edges of SE arriving to all flip-flops of the design is less than or equal to

the “one at-speed clock pulse + maximum tuning range provided by CVDs”, then CVDs

can fix all the timing issues of SE for all the clusters in the design; otherwise, the timing

issue of SE cannot be fixed by CVDs, which means that the chip cannot operate correctly

in the LOS test mode.

To summarize the above discussions, CVDs can be used for fixing the timing issues of

the SE signal under two conditions: 1. The skew between the falling edges of the SE signal

received by the scan cells of one cluster should not exceed “one at-speed clock pulse”; 2.

The skew between the falling edges of SE observed by scan cells all over the chip should

not be more than “one at-speed clock pulse + maximum tuning range of CVDs”.

In this subsection, we studied the timing issues of SE that are fixable by exploiting

CVDs. In the following subsection, we will explain how faulty SE signal at each cluster

can be found. To detect the faulty SE signal, both specialized test application strategy and

specialized calibration patterns are required. After the faulty SE signal is detected, our

proposed CVD configuration mechanism for tuning the timing of SE will be explained.
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(a) Fixable timing issues of SE; moving SE to the right and left.
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(b) Non-fixable timing issues of the SE signal.

Figure 5.7: Applications of CVDs to fix the timing of the SE signal.
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Src1 Src2 Srcp

Dst1 Dst2 Dstq

Cluster UT: ?

(a) Impact of early SE; no combinational
path (self-loop) in the cluster UT.

Src1 Src2 Srcp

Dst1 Dst2 Dstq

Cluster UT: ?

(b) Impact of early SE; there is combina-
tional path (self-loop) in the cluster UT.

Figure 5.8: Impact of early SE on the captured response of the cluster UT and its destination
clusters.

5.3.2 Test Application Strategy

To establish a strategy for test application, initially, we have to study how timing issues of

the SE signal (late/early SE) affect different clusters in a circuit.

Impact of Faulty SE on Different Clusters

The clusters generated through clustering algorithm are connected to each other through

serial connections. Also, there are combinational logic paths between different scan cells

from different clusters. These clusters and the combinational connections between them

form a graph in which the clusters are the nodes. Also, edges in this graph represent

combinational connections between scan cells of different clusters.

To study in detail how timing issues in the SE signal of a cluster impact other clusters

of a circuit, different types of connections are studied in Figures 5.8 and 5.9; and the impact

of early/late SE on each cluster is shown in the same figures with mark ‘X’.
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As displayed in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, to place a cluster under test (UT), all its source

clusters (Srci), which provide test stimuli to the cluster under test, should be initialized.

The cluster under test also provides test stimuli to its destination clusters (Dst j).

In Figure 5.8(a), if there is no combinational path between the flip-flops of the cluster

UT (no self-loops for the cluster UT); and, the cluster UT observes early SE, it will result in

the incorrect captured response in its destination clusters. The reason is that in the cluster

UT, early SE (as displayed in Figure 5.2) results in one shift less of test stimuli in cluster

UT which means that the last shift of the scan-in will not be performed, and, instead of that,

the cluster UT captures early response to its source clusters at the launch clock edge. This

early captured response to the source clusters invalidates the value of the cluster UT at the

launch clock edge and this incorrect value will be used as the test stimuli for the destination

clusters. In the capture clock cycle, the cluster UT captures the correct response to the test

stimuli provided by the source clusters; and the destination clusters capture wrong response

to the incorrect test stimuli provided by the cluster UT (Figure 5.8(a)).

If there is a combinational path between the flip-flops of the cluster UT as shown in

Figure 5.8(b) (self-loops on the cluster UT); and, the cluster UT observes early SE, the

response captured at the cluster UT in the capture clock edge will be corrupted as well as

the response captured at its destination clusters. The reason is that since there is a self-loop

in the cluster UT, the cluster UT should also be initialized with the test stimuli and if SE is

early for the cluster UT, the test stimuli at the launch clock edge will be overwritten by the

early response captured by the cluster UT at the launch clock edge.

To study the impact of late SE, referring to Figure 5.9(a), if there is no self-loop on the

cluster UT and it receives late SE, it will result in the incorrect captured response only in

the same cluster. The reason is that flip-flops which observe late SE will not capture the
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Src1 Src2 Srcp

Dst1 Dst2 Dstq

Cluster UT: ?

(a) Impact of late SE; no combinational path
(self-loop) in the cluster UT.

Src1 Src2 Srcp

Dst1 Dst2 Dstq

Cluster UT: ?

(b) Impact of late SE; There is combina-
tional path (self-loop) in the cluster UT.

Figure 5.9: Impact of late SE on the captured response of the cluster UT and its destination
clusters.

response because they are in the shift mode. In fact, the value of their previous flip-flop in

the scan chain will be shifted-in them at the capture clock edge. Therefore, the destination

clusters of the cluster UT will not be affected. Similar reasoning can be applied for the

clusters with self-loops when they observe late SE, as shown in Figure 5.9(b).

Based on the observations from Figure 5.8 and 5.9, late SE observed by a cluster UT

with/without self-loop affects only the same cluster. However, early SE observed by a

cluster invalidates the captured response observed by its destination clusters. Also, if the

cluster UT has self-loops (Figure 5.8(b)), early SE signal affects the cluster UT as well.

To summarize, in order to detect late SE at a cluster, only the response of the cluster UT

should be analyzed. To detect early SE at a cluster, the response of the cluster UT as well as

its destination clusters should be analyzed by their associated RAs. It is important to note

that if one or multiple destination clusters fail, the reason may not only be the early SE at

the cluster UT; the reason may also be the early or late SE in any of the destination clusters

because they are also capturing a response to the test stimuli provided by the cluster UT.
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Diagnosis of the Faulty SE

As discussed above, detecting early SE requires that the response of more clusters to be

analyzed (cluster UT and its destination clusters) when compared to the late detection of

SE that only the response of the cluster UT should be analyzed. Furthermore, while a

cluster is under test for early SE detection, if one or multiple failures are detected in the

destination clusters of the cluster UT, it is not clear whether the source of the failures is the

early SE observed in the cluster UT or early or late SE in the failing destination clusters.

Because of the extra on-chip circuitry and the extra time required for the detection of the

early SE signal; and also, because early SE affects more clusters during the test application

process for the detection of the early SE signal, we will focus on the detection of the late

SE signal, which is more cost-effective. To cover the detection of all the faulty SE signals

(both early and late), we will move the timing of the SE signal to the right such that no

early SE signal exists. This is captured in Figure 5.10. As shown in this figure, when early,

on-time, and late SE are observed by different flip-flops in the design, the timing of the SE

signal should be moved to the right so that SE observed by flip-flops will only be on-time

or late.

Clock

SEs observed 

at flip-flops

Launch Capture

Early 

SE

Late 

SE

Ontime 

SE

SE moved 

to the right
Late 

SE

Ontime 

SE

Moved to 

the right

Figure 5.10: Removing all early SEs by moving SE to the right.
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After moving the SE signal to the right, all the early SE signals observed by flip-flops will

no longer exist and flip-flops will receive SE signal either on-time or late. At this point, to

find the faulty SE signal, the clusters will only be tested for finding the late SE signals.

To determine the faulty SE signal observed by some clusters, initially we need to know

in what order the clusters should be placed under test. Is it possible for all the clusters to

be placed under test at the same time, or they can be under test one at a time? Another

possibility is that selected group of clusters can be placed under test together.

Referring to Figure 5.9, it is known that to test whether the SE at the cluster UT is faulty

or not, all the source clusters as well as the cluster UT should be initialized with the test

stimuli (the cluster UT should be initialized if it has a self-loop and it provides initialization

data for some bits of the cluster UT). It should be noted that not all the destination clusters

can be under test at the same time because the initialization data loaded at the cluster UT

may not be a valid initialization vector for all the destination clusters. As a consequence,

the clusters that are connected through combinational paths will not be placed under test at

the same time. An illustrative example showing which clusters are tested at the same time

has been captured in Figure 5.11. In the graph displayed in this figure, the clusters that are

not connected to each other can be tested at the same time. A group of clusters that are

tested at the same time is called a test session. Hence, clusters B and C can be tested at

the same time (test session B and C) while cluster A is not under test, and cluster A will

be tested separately (test session A) while clusters B and C are not under test. The active

clusters in each test session are shown in Figure 5.11.

For the large circuits with tens of clusters, the unconnected clusters to be tested at the

same time cannot be found manually and an automated algorithm is required for finding

the unconnected clusters. Finding the unconnected clusters is equivalent to the “graph
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Figure 5.11: A sample of test application methodology.

coloring” problem [20] as elaborated in the following. Each cluster is equivalent to a node

in the graph. If two nodes share the same color, it means that there is no connection between

them and the adjacent nodes cannot share the same color. Nodes sharing the same color

are equivalent to the clusters that will be placed under test in the same test session because

there is no connection between them. Therefore, each color is mapped to a test session:

i.e. (color 1, test session 1), (color 2, test session 2), and so on and so forth. To reduce the

number of test sessions, the number of colors in the colored graph should be reduced. In

order to reduce the number of colors, the number of nodes sharing the same color should

be increased. This means that a maximum group of unconnected nodes should be found

in the graph and all the nodes in this graph will share the same color and their equivalent

clusters will be in the same test session. This process continues until all the nodes in the

graph are colored (all the clusters are assigned to test sessions).

After providing the idea for test application, the next step for failure detection is to

figure out what are the calibration patterns to sensitize failures caused by a faulty SE.
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5.3.3 Diagnostic Calibration Patterns

To diagnose whether or not the SE signal observed at a cluster is late, calibration patterns

should be applied to the clusters and the impact of the SE signal on the captured response

will be studied to distinguish between the on-time and late SE.

In this subsection, we elaborate on the calibration patterns sensitizing a failure caused

by late SE at a cluster. The exact calibration patterns will be discussed for the clusters with-

out self-loops as displayed in Figure 5.9(a) when some of their flip-flops receive late SE.

Then, the approach for finding the calibration patterns for clusters with self-loops (Figure

5.9(b)) will be explained.

• Clusters without self-loops, to be tested for late SE: To detect the potential late

SE observed by some flip-flops of a cluster without a self-loop, the clusters that pro-

vide inputs to the cluster UT should be initialized with test stimuli and the cluster

UT should capture the response. As explained before, flip-flops with late SE will not

capture the response. They will shift-in the value of their previous flip-flop in the

scan chain. Only the flip-flops with on-time SE will capture the response. To distin-

guish between the shifted value and the captured response, the cluster UT should be

initialized with the complement of the correct response that is to be captured. This is

explained in detail by the following example.

Assume that cluster B in Figure 5.11 with 9 flip-flops is under test, and the correct

response to be captured by it is ‘110100010’. If some of the flip-flops of this cluster

receive late SE, they will not capture the response. They will rather receive the shifted

value from their previous flip-flop. In Figure 5.12(a), assume bits marked with ‘X’

receive late SE. Therefore, in the ‘capture’ clock edge when the response is to be

captured, the value of the ‘X’ bits is invalid: ‘?’. To differentiate between the invalid
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1  1  0  1  0  0  0  1  0

X X X

1  ?  0  ?  0  0  0  1  ?

These bits receive late SE

:Correct response,

 expected after ‘capture’ clock edge;

:Captured response, 

 After ‘capture’ clock edge

(a) Correct response to be captured is shown. Bits marked with ‘X’ are the ones that receive late SE.

0  0  1  0  1  1  1  0  1  

X X X
:The complement of the correct response is shifted in B; 

:Contents of B after ‘launch’ clock edge;

1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1
:Captured response, 

 After ‘capture’ clock edge

The value of the previous bits is 

shifted in these bits with late SE;

(b) The captured response is shown. The bits underlined are the ones that are different from the correct
response.

Figure 5.12: Finding flip-flops that receive late SE with only one calibration pattern.

value of a bit with late SE and the correct value of the same bit with on-time SE,

the previous bit should be initialized with the complement of the correct response of

the bit under test. Hence, if this bit does not capture the response due to late SE,

the value of the previous flip-flop which is the complement of the correct response

will be shifted into this bit. Similarly for clusters, if cluster B is initialized with the

complement of the correct response, shifted to the left by one bit, after the launch

clock edge as shown in Figure 5.12(b), the bits with on-time SE will capture the

response after the capture clock edge, and the bits with late SE will shift-in the value

of their prior bit, which is the complement of their correct value.
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Based on the above explanations, flip-flops receiving late SE signal in clusters with-

out self-loops can be diagnosed with only one calibration pattern. After diagnosing

the failure, the CVD associated with this cluster will be tuned to calibrate the timing

of SE for this cluster.

• Clusters with self-loops, to be tested for late SE: In these clusters, the flip-flops

without combinational paths between them will be tested for late SE in the same

way as the previous case; however, the late SE for all pairs of the flip-flops with

combinational paths between them in a cluster is not guaranteed to be diagnosed

with only one calibration pattern. In fact, each failure in the flip-flops with loops in a

cluster is guaranteed to be detected if flip-flops with loops do not form shift registers;

if they do, the response to be captured from the source of the combinational path in

case of the on-time SE will be equal to the value of the prior bit shifted-in from the

scan chain in case of the late SE. In this case, the complement of the response cannot

be loaded in the previous bit.

For clusters with self-loops, the maximum number of calibration patterns to detect a

failure due to late SE will be equal to the number of flip-flops that are the destination

flip-flops of self-loops.

In the above two subsections, we provided test application techniques to find faulty

SE as well as the calibration patterns that will help find the clusters that observe late SE.

After finding which clusters receive faulty SE signal, the on-chip CVD configuration flow

to calibrate the timing issues of the SE signal should be performed, the details of which

will be explained next.
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Figure 5.13: CVD configuration flow to adjust the timing of SE.

5.4 CVD Configuration Flow

By applying calibration patterns to the clusters under test, as soon as a mismatch is detected

between the signature of the captured response (SCR) and the signature of the reference

response (SRR) of a cluster, self adjustment circuitry for the CVD corresponding to the

cluster should be activated. As explained in the previous section, the timing of the SE

signal for all the clusters will be moved to the right to remove early SE signals observed by

some clusters. Then, the SE signal received by clusters will either be on-time or late and
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from this point, detection of the late SE signals starts. After late SE signals are detected, the

CVD associated with the clusters receiving late SE should be adjusted to tune the timing

of the SE signal for that cluster. However, it should be noted that CVDs, based on their

definition, only add delays and they do not subtract delays. To be able to subtract delay by

the use of CVDs, the following flow is proposed in Figure 5.13.

As elaborated in subsection 5.3.1, the tuneable range of the faulty SE signal in a circuit

is “one at-speed clock pulse + maximum tuning range of CVDs” shown in Figure 5.14(a).

To satisfy this range for SE, the routing parameters for SE can be adjusted in such a way

that the timing slack for SE in the design lies in the above mentioned range (Figure 5.13,

box ‘1’). If the timing variation is more than the specified range, the SE will not be tuneable

and the chip will fail due to the high timing variation of the SE signal.

After performing the first step in the CVD configuration flow (Figure 5.13, box ‘1’) by

arranging the timing variation for the SE signal in the range provided in Figure 5.14(a), the

clusters receiving early SE signal should be detected. However, as explained in detail in

subsection 5.3.2, the timing of the SE signal will be moved to the right such that we deal

only with late SE signal. This step is performed in box ‘2’ in Figure 5.13 by setting the

value of all the CVDs to the maximum and the timing for SE signal will be moved to the

right as displayed in Figure 5.14(b).
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(a) SE will be routed such that its timing is in the tuneable range; box ‘1’ in

Figure 5.13.
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(b) The timing of SE will be delayed (moved to the right) by setting all CVDs

to the maximum; box ‘2’ in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.14: Timing of the SE signal.

After providing the maximum configuration value for all the CVDs, calibration patterns

should be applied (as explained in subsection 5.3.3) to find the clusters that receive late

SE (box ‘3’ in Figure 5.13). If a failure is detected in the captured response of a cluster

(decision box ‘4’ in Figure 5.13), it means that the cluster is receiving late SE. To tune the

timing for the late SE signals, the value of the CVD associated to the failing cluster should
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be decreased (box ‘6’ in Figure 5.13) if it has not already been decreased to the minimum

CVD value (decision box ‘5’ in Figure 5.13). Otherwise, when a failure is detected in a

cluster and the value of the corresponding CVD is ‘zero’, the configuration value of the

CVD cannot be reduced anymore to compensate for the late SE and the flow reports that

the timing of the SE signal cannot be tuned in box ‘9’ in Figure 5.13.

On another line of reasoning, if no failure was detected by the applied calibration pat-

tern, the next calibration pattern should be applied to the circuit and based on the response

(faulty or correct) and the CVD configuration value, either no action is required, or a CVD

will be tuned. This iterative process continues until no more failures are detected in any

cluster in the circuit and CVDs have been able to tune the timing of the SE signal when we

report ‘SUCCESS’ in the flow, or when there are some failures that cannot be fixed with

the available tuning range of CVDs and we report ‘FAILURE’.

After explaining the CVD configuration flow, in the following, we explain how the

knowledge about test sessions explained in 5.3.2 can help in reducing the area assigned for

RAs in the design stage before getting to the post-fabrication tasks discussed in section 5.3.

5.5 Reducing On-Chip Area Used for Faulty SE Detection

The area investment to implement the proposed method is performed at the design stage

which includes the additional hardware required for inserting RAs as well as the additional

hardware required for the control logic to enable or disable the clusters that are active or

inactive in each test session. In the following subsection, we explain how the area allocated

for RAs that are inserted per cluster (subsection 5.2.2) can be reduced. Then, the on-chip

hardware required to enable or disable each test session (Figure 5.11) will be elaborated.
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5.5.1 Improving the Area Allocated for RAs

As discussed in subsection 5.2.2, after the response to each calibration pattern is captured,

it should be analyzed with an RA to determine whether a failure exists in the captured

response. The simplest assignment of RAs to clusters is to assign one RA to each cluster,

which results in overall n
m × (dlog2(m)e) extra flip-flops while n stands for the number of

flip-flops of the circuit and m is the cluster size. Also, (dlog2(m)e) is the RA size per

cluster.

To reduce the additional area required for inserting RAs, multiple clusters can share

RAs. In fact, the clusters that are not in the same test session and will not be tested at the

same time can share RAs both in time and hardware. It should be noted that when multiple

clusters share one RA, a multiplexer should be provided for each input of the RA (either in

the SISR mode or in the MISR mode) to select between the values that are shifted-in the

shared RA in each test session. Determining the number of clusters sharing the same RA

depends on the following factors: 1. The number of clusters that are not under test in the

same test session. 2. The maximum allowable multiplexer size at each input of the RA;

for example, the maximum allowable size for multiplexer may be ‘4× 1’ or ‘8× 1’. An

example of sharing RAs between multiple clusters is displayed in Figure 5.15.

In this example, there are 3 scan chains and 6 clusters in total. Clusters are generated

from one or two scan segments (scan segment is a division of scan chain). For example,

cluster 5 is made of scan segments ‘S2.2’ and ‘S3.2’ which are segment 2 from chain 2, and

segment 2 from chain 3 respectively. Cluster 6 also contains ‘S3.3’ which is scan segment 3

from scan chain 3 (Figure 5.15(a)). Assuming that clusters 5 and 6 will be under test in two

different test sessions, they can share an RA. As shown in Figure 5.15(b), in test session 0,

contents of cluster 5 will be shifted-in the RA and the RA will be used in the MISR mode
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0, and cluster 6 is shifted-out in test session 1.

Figure 5.15: One RA shared between multiple clusters.

because cluster 5 has two scan segments and they will be shifted-in the two inputs of the

RA. In test session 1, the contents of cluster 6 will be shifted-in the RA, and the RA will be

used in the SISR mode for this test session. According to this example, multiple clusters in

different test sessions can share the same RA so long as the size of the multiplexers at the

inputs of RA can support that number of clusters. In section 5.6 the experimental results

will show how the number of RAs can be reduced by multiple clusters sharing the same

RA. Furthermore, the multiplexer count will be discussed.
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In the following, we will discuss the extra hardware required to enable or disable the clus-

ters that are active or inactive in each test session.

5.5.2 Area Investment To Enable or Disable A Test Session

As explained earlier in this chapter, calibration patterns are applied to the circuit through

test sessions in order to find out if a late SE signal is observed by the clusters under test.

To place a group of clusters under test, their source clusters should be initialized with the

test stimuli. All the source clusters as well as the ones under test should be enabled in each

test session and the rest of the clusters should be disabled. To enable or disable a cluster,

the clock signal going to each of these clusters can be gated with the enable signal that

is activated according to the test session number. The circuitry to enable or disable a test

session is displayed in the example shown in Figure 5.16 that shows the area investment

for the circuit shown in Figure 5.15(a).

As displayed in this Figure, an ‘AND’ gate is required for each cluster to enable/disable

it in each test session. It is important to note that the slack in the timing of enable signal will

not cause any problem because the enable signal will not need to change on a clock cycle

by clock cycle basis. It actually switches while going from one test session to another.

Based on the above explanations, the total number of ‘AND’ gates for each circuit will

be equal to the number of clusters. To calculate the required control logic to derive the

enable signals for activating clusters in each test session, it should be noted which clusters,

and accordingly which enable signals should be active in each test session. Hence, using a

counter that counts up to the number of test sessions, we can generate all the test session

numbers in the circuit. The test session number that is the output of this counter can be

connected to a decoder and the enable signals for each test session can be connected to
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Figure 5.16: Circuitry to enable/disable test sessions.

the corresponding output of the decoder. For example, if the total number of test sessions

is ‘5’, we need a counter to count from ‘0’ up to ’4’. The output of the counter will also

be connected to a ‘3×8’ decoder to generate all five test session numbers. Assuming that

we want to activate the clusters related to test session 2, the enable signals for all clusters

active in test session 2 should be driven from output ‘00000100’ of the decoder. Also, the

select signals for the multiplexers connected to the inputs of RAs will be driven from the

output of the counter and the decoder.

In the following section, the experimental results for the test time as well as the area

investment for each circuit will be discussed.
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5.6 Results

To assess the proposed approach, we have synthesized ISCAS89 benchmark circuits [13]

and inserted scan circuitry using a 90nm TSMC [66] standard cell library. Two categories

of experiments have been run on the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. The first category

evaluates the time for applying the calibration patterns (uploading the test stimuli and the

SRR, and offloading the response and the SRR) to the three largest ISCAS89 circuits. The

second category of experiments evaluates the total area investment of the proposed method

for each of the benchmark circuits.

In the following, initially we discuss the calibration time for the benchmark circuits and

then, the additional circuitry to implement the proposed method will be elaborated.

5.6.1 Calibration Time

To measure the calibration time for the three largest ISCAS89 circuits: s38417, s38584,

and s35932, we ran experiments with 1, 2, and 4 scan chains and cluster sizes from 60

up to 150 for each circuit. Each experiment shows the number of test sessions and the

average time (number of clock cycles) to apply each calibration pattern (upload and offload

time) for different cluster sizes and different number of scan chains. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and

5.3 summarize the time for applying calibration patterns to circuits s38417, s38584, and

s35932.

To measure the number of clock cycles for applying each calibration pattern, for the

clusters without self-loops for which only one calibration pattern is applied, the test time

will be Tupload + To f f load + 1 (an extra clock cycle is needed for capture). However, it

should be noted that the clusters without self-loops are less than 5% of all the clusters in

each benchmark circuit. Therefore, most of the clusters to be tested for late SE are the
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ones with self-loops and the number of calibration patterns to detect the late SE for them

is usually more than one. It is a known fact that when multiple test vectors are applied to

a unit under test, To f f load of test vector i overlaps with Tupload for test vector i+1. Hence,

the test application time for each vector will be reduced to Max{Tupload,To f f load} + 1. It

should be noted nonetheless that in our work we do not need to shift the entire captured

response out of the circuit. In fact, we only need to offload the captured response of each

cluster and the SRR to the RA.
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In Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, ‘No. of Clusters’ shows the number of clusters and their

corresponding CVDs with respect to the ‘Cluster size’. ‘No of Test Sessions’ shows how

many test sessions are required to search for all the potential timing issues on the SE signal

in all the clusters and each test session consists of the clusters that can be placed under test

at the same time. ‘Avg Time per Calibration Pattern’ provides the average time required to

apply a calibration pattern which is Max{Tupload,To f f load} + 1.

As shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, by increasing the cluster size, the average time to

apply a calibration pattern either increases or remains in the same range. By decreasing the

number of clusters, no savings can be achieved in terms of the average time for applying a

calibration pattern. Similar observation can be made for different number of scan chains.

Doubling the number of scan chains is expected to reduce by half the average time required

per test vector in standard scan testing; however, in test application to a clustered circuit

for SE calibration purpose, the average time required per calibration pattern will not reduce

by half when the number of scan chains is doubled (or the length of scan chains is divided

in half). The reason is that each test session requires different clusters to be activated for

shifting-in the test stimuli and shifting-out the test responses (as per the test application

described in subsection 5.3.2).

For the same reason as above even for a single scan chain, the average number of clock

cycles per pattern is smaller than the length of the entire scan chain. Therefore, knowing the

fact that having multiple scan chains results in complicating the control for test application

for calibrating the SE signal, thus leading to additional on-chip hardware, the on-chip area

needed to facilitate multiple scan chain tests may be better utilized for more CVDs. This

will result in smaller clusters and hence increase the granularity for fine-tuning the SE

signal.
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In the following, additional circuitry required to implement the proposed method will

be elaborated.

5.6.2 Area Investment

As explained in section 5.5, the area investment to implement the proposed method con-

sists of the additional hardware for RAs, and the additional hardware required to enable or

disable the clusters in each test session.

Table 5.4: Area investment for circuit s38417, Number of flip-flops: 1636.

No. of Chains: 1 No. of Chains: 2 No. of Chains: 4
Max. Chain length: 1564 Max. Chain length: 782 Max. Chain length: 391

Cluster
Size

RA
Size

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

60 6 27 9 36 27 6 42 27 7 42
70 7 23 8 30 23 8 30 24 6 28
80 7 20 7 28 20 6 28 24 5 32
90 7 18 7 20 18 5 26 18 5 28

100 7 16 6 20 16 4 24 17 4 26
110 7 15 6 18 15 4 22 15 5 22
120 7 14 5 20 14 4 20 16 5 24
130 8 13 4 18 13 5 16 15 3 20
140 8 12 4 18 12 4 16 12 3 18
150 8 11 4 14 11 3 16 12 2 18

Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show how many RAs and multiplexers are required in the three

large ISCAS89 circuits if the multiplexer size used for the inputs of RAs is ‘2× 1’. We

have also assumed that multiplexers can be stacked at most in four levels. For example,

four levels of ‘2×1’ multiplexers are stacked on top of each other and they are connected

to one of the inputs of an RA. It should be noted that offloading the captured response to

the RAs is done with the ‘shift clock’ which is known to be slower than the at-speed clock.

Hence, stacking four levels of ‘2×1’ multiplexers will not cause timing problems.
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Table 5.5: Area investment for circuit s38584, Number of flip-flops: 1452.

No. of Chains: 1 No. of Chains: 2 No. of Chains: 4
Max. Chain length: 1449 Max. Chain length: 725 Max. Chain length: 363

Cluster
Size

RA
Size

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

60 6 25 6 38 25 4 42 27 6 40
70 7 21 5 38 21 4 34 22 5 28
80 7 19 5 36 19 3 32 19 5 28
90 7 17 5 30 17 3 28 17 3 28

100 7 15 5 20 15 3 24 15 4 26
110 7 14 3 22 14 3 22 14 4 20
120 7 13 4 18 13 3 20 13 2 22
130 8 12 3 18 12 3 18 14 2 20
140 8 11 4 14 11 3 16 13 3 12
150 8 10 3 14 10 2 16 10 2 20

An important remark that should be noted is that the area allocated for inserting RAs in

the circuit can be further utilized for purposes in testing other than SE calibration, which

are beyond the scope of these thesis.

In each table, we have collected results for cluster sizes from 60 up to 150, and for 1,

2, and 4 scan chains inserted for the benchmark circuits. The column “RA size” shows the

size of each RA. As mentioned in subsection 5.2.2, we have assumed that for cluster size

m the RA size is dlog2(m)e. “No. of Clusters/ AND Gates” shows how many clusters and

‘AND’ gates exist in the circuit for the specified cluster size. “No. of RAs” shows how

many RAs are required for the circuit if different clusters from different test sessions can

share RAs; and, “MUX 2X1” shows the total number of multiplexers of size ‘2×1’.
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Table 5.6: Area investment for circuit s35932, Number of flip-flops: 1728.

No. of Chains: 1 No. of Chains: 2 No. of Chains: 4
Max. Chain length: 1728 Max. Chain length: 864 Max. Chain length: 432

Cluster
Size

RA
Size

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

No. of
Clusters/
AND
Gates

No. of
RAs

MUX
2X1

60 6 29 11 34 29 11 36 33 13 38
70 7 25 9 32 25 9 32 28 10 34
80 7 22 8 28 22 8 28 22 7 30
90 7 20 7 26 20 6 28 20 7 26
100 7 18 6 24 18 6 24 20 5 30
110 7 16 5 22 16 5 22 17 5 24
120 7 15 6 20 15 5 20 15 5 22
130 8 14 5 18 14 5 18 14 4 22
140 8 13 5 16 13 5 18 13 4 18
150 8 13 5 20 12 4 16 13 5 16
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5.7 Summary

In this chapter of the thesis, we have presented an on-chip tuning mechanism for the SE

signal to compensate for the process variations in the fabrication process. While the cur-

rent practice relies on pipelining the SE or local SE generation, we have introduced an

alternative approach based on delay tuning elements commonly used in the clock trees of

high-performance designs [47]. The proposed approach requires a set of calibration pat-

terns to be applied before the LOS test set. As a result of this calibration process, each

circuit sample will automatically configure its tuning elements placed in the SE tree. The

proposed approach is complementary to the known art that can assist with at-speed LOS

testing.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Imperfect pre-silicon timing estimation tools have increased the distance between the pre-

silicon timing estimates and the post-silicon real timing values, and programmable delay

tuning elements are employed at post-silicon to reduce this gap. In this thesis, we have

exploited the post-silicon tuning ability introduced by programmable delay tuning elements

to improve a group of features in digital ICs. These features that have been improved

through the work presented in this thesis include performance, testing, and reliability.

6.1 Summary of the Works Presented in this Thesis

In chapter 3, in order to provide the facilities for improving the performance of a digital IC

after fabrication based on real post-silicon delay values, CVDs are inserted in the digital IC

during the design stage. The main targets during the insertion process are the slow paths

for which the inaccuracy in their timing estimation can lead to performance reduction at

post-silicon. Before tuning the timing of these slow paths, their post-silicon delay value

should be measured through the frequency stepping method.
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Timing adjustment of a slow path is performed by the use of CVDs providing different

clock arrival times to the source and the destination flip-flops of the slow path and delaying

the clock arrival time to the destination flip-flop. However, there might be a fast path that

has a common destination flip-flop with the above-mentioned slow path and delaying the

timing of the clock for their common destination flip-flop may result in hold-time violation

for the fast path. In order to avoid this, the fast paths of a circuit with their real delay values

should be known. Hence, in our work presented in chapter 3, before we perform CVD

configuration for performance maximization, we find the real delay value of fast paths.

This task is carried out by a CVD configuration methodology customized to find the fast

paths’ real delay values. After this step is done, another CVD configuration algorithm is

run to maximize the performance for the first silicon samples by the use of post-silicon fast

and slow paths delay information.

An interesting observation is that, since the tuning range of CVDs is bounded, only a

limited group of slow paths will affect the performance and a limited group of fast paths

may fail due to hold-time violation. Knowing the fact that our proposed method generates

CVD configurations based on a branch and bound search engine, using the above men-

tioned feature of CVDs and working on limited groups of fast and slow paths helps prune

the size of the solution space effectively resulting in affordable run-times. As the final re-

mark for the work presented in chapter 3, we have proposed a scalable method that can

find the maximum performance of a circuit after fabrication with regards to the accuracy of

tester measurements and the granularity of delay values added by CVDs.

On another line of thought, CVDs can be employed to improve the reliability of a circuit

during its lifetime. In the work presented in chapter 4 of this thesis, we have introduced

a new perspective on managing the impact of circuit aging as one of the main sources for
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reliability degradation. More specifically, we have targeted reliability improvement by the

use of programmable delay tuning elements.

Sensor flip-flops to predict delay degradation on slow paths are inserted during the

design stage. If a sensor flip-flop connected to a path is sensitized at run-time, it means

that it has predicted a setup-time violation and the timing for the corresponding slow path

should be adjusted. However, adjusting the timing through CVDs may result in hold-

time violations for fast paths that have common destination flip-flops with slow paths. To

avoid hold-time violation, we have designed a circuit structure that predicts the hold-time

violation for fast paths during the normal operation of the circuit. If a setup-time violation

for a slow path is predicted, and, if by the use of CVDs to adjust the timing of slow path

no hold-time violation is predicted, we will be able to preserve the maximum operational

performance of a circuit rather than lowering its performance. It should be noted that

this process takes place within each chip during its lifetime, resulting in a unique CVD

configuration for each circuit sample based on its unique delay degradation pattern.

After presenting new techniques for performance and reliability improvement, we have

also investigated an alternative approach in chapter 5 for tuning the DFT logic for at-speed

testing of VLSI circuits. The timing of SE signal in LOS testing may need to be calibrated

to transition at-speed to compensate for the process variations induced by the manufactur-

ing process. In order to provide the post-silicon tuning ability for the SE signal, CVDs

may be used. In our approach, each individual CUT is subjected to a set of calibration

patterns that can find the SE timing issues specific to the particular circuit. It also results

in finding the unique CVD configuration generated for the SE tree of each circuit sample.

The proposed calibration process is performed before the LOS testing to tune the timing of

SE before it is used during LOS testing.
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6.2 Suggestions for Future Works

In this thesis, we have been able to compensate for the lack of precise delay information at

pre-silicon by using programmable delay tuning elements at post-silicon, which may result

in improvement in performance, reliability, and testing of digital circuits. Although the

works presented in this thesis are novel, there are further opportunities for improvement.

Hence, the work presented in this thesis can be expanded and enriched by either improving

the implementation, or by exploring new avenues of research in this field, examples of

which are given next.

For the work presented in chapter 3 on performance improvement after fabrication,

as explained, two separate CVD configuration algorithms are run for both fast paths delay

measurement and performance maximization. Based on details provided in the correspond-

ing chapter, for each of the CVD configuration algorithms, subgraphs of a full state graph

related to a circuit are processed separately, one at a time, to find their CVD configuration

values. However, to implement the proposed method for circuits with thousands of gates,

processing subgraphs on a processing unit (such as a computer with one processor) one at

a time can be time consuming.

In order to reduce the processing time for large circuits, the CVD configuration for

multiple subgraphs can be distributed across multiple processing cores. Hence, the CVD

configuration for multiple subgraphs can be found concurrently. The study in this field can

be continued by calculating the dependencies between the number of subgraphs that can be

processed at the same time to the number of processing cores. Also, there might be a need

for an organizer in the case when the number of processing cores is smaller than the number

of subgraphs. The organizer can select subgraphs that are assigned to each processing core

in a way that the overall run-time is minimized.
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CVDs may also be employed to improve the performance for low-power circuits with

gated-clocks. In circuits with gated-clocks, the entire design comprises multiple partitions

that are clock gated and are active or inactive in different operational modes. For exam-

ple, if a low-power circuit has three partitions called A, B, and C, then partitions A and B

are active in mode 1, and partitions B and C are active in mode 2 during circuit’s opera-

tion. In order to improve the performance for a gated-clock low-power circuit, instead of

finding the maximum overall performance of the circuit (a mode of operation in which all

gated-clock partitions are active), we can find the maximum performance for each mode

separately. Hence, a CVD configuration should be found for each mode, and when the cir-

cuit is switching between modes, the CVD configuration corresponding to the new mode

should be loaded to CVDs in order to maximize the performance for the active mode.

Our second contribution elaborated in chapter 4 was focused on reliability improvement

for digital circuits. Based on that chapter, after setup-time violations due to delay degra-

dation are predicted, our proposed hold-time violation prediction circuit structures will be

activated to predict the potential hold-time violations that may occur if CVDs are to adjust

the timing of slow paths. Then, if no hold-time violation is about to occur, CVDs will tune

the timing of degraded paths to preserve the maximum performance. Otherwise, techniques

such as frequency adjustment should step-in to preserve the correct circuit behaviour.

Due to the slow aging process, there is no need to keep all setup-time violation pre-

diction sensors active during the lifetime of the circuit. Hence, a monitor signal can be

provided in the circuit to enable and disable the operation of setup-time violation predic-

tion sensors. Multiple issues regarding the so-called monitor signal can be investigated,

such as its routing strategy, its power consumption, and its electrical effects on the circuit

(e.g., the impact of its over-shoots and under-shoots when enabling or disabling sensors).
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Also, its activity and inactivity periods should be determined as a function of time and the

aging model. For instance, delay degradation due to aging is more intense at the beginning

of the lifetime of a circuit and it becomes less intense over time. This implies that the active

durations of the monitor signal at the beginning of its operation may need to be larger than

during its later phases. Another avenue to improve this work would be to study the impact

of aging for the clock signal, as well as aging for both setup-time and hold-time violation

prediction sensors, and how would they impact in-system CVD configuration.

Our contribution presented in chapter 5 has explored an alternative approach for im-

proving at-speed LOS testing of scan circuits. In particular, we have investigated how

CVDs can be employed to resolve timing problems for the SE signal. Since each circuit

sample may have different timing issues for its SE signal, a unique CVD configuration to

tune the timing of the SE specific to the CUT at hand must be determined. Our work can be

extended to support a specialized test generation framework that minimizes the number of

calibration patterns, which are conscious of the circuit-specific scan chain configurations.

In addition, since the area investment may become prohibitive if many scan segments are

employed, further studies are needed to develop sharing mechanisms for the response ana-

lyzers between the calibration phase and stuck-at and at-speed testing phases.

As a concluding remark, in this thesis we have presented several automated techniques

that leverage the presence of programmable delay tuning elements for improving perfor-

mance, reliability and test of digital ICs. It is anticipated that such tuning elements will

become widespread in the future generations of VLSI circuits in order to tackle process

variations at runtime. Therefore, the contributions presented in this thesis are a step for-

ward toward helping the design community to better understand how to use automated

techniques that will be needed to handle the large number of tuning elements.
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